
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN
Salur'day, the 12th March, 1949

The Constituent Assembly of Pakistan met in the Assembly Chamber,
Karachi, at Eleven of the Clock, Mr, President (The Honourable Mr. Tamiz-
uddin Khan) in the Chair.

MOTION RE : AIMS AND OBJECTS-condd.
The Honourable Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan (West Punjab: Muslim) :

Sir, the majority of those Honourable Members who have offered criticism of
the Resolution, both in respect of what it contains and in respect of what it
omits, have been influenced largely by fear-fear of the unfamiliar. They think
it is a strange and somewhat retrogressive tendency for a people to wish to base
the constitution of their country upon principles derived from their religion,
tho rgh making ample provision therein for the free development of the cultures
and ideals of those who do not See eye to eye with them.

It has been said that thc spheres of religion and politics are distinct and
apart, and that we should take care not to suffer them to overlap each other.
Wl: are told that religion falls within the domain of faith, while politics are
the concern of reason, as if, one's faith might include matters that
do violence to one's reason! Sir, that is not the basis on which we have pledged
and owe allegiance to Islam. Open the Holy Quran at any page and you will
not have to read far before you come upon some appeal, some exhortation, some
reminder, to pause, to consider, to reflect, to study, to ponder, to reason, to
deduce. One of the fundamental bases underlying my cheerful, eager and
joyous acceptance of Islam is that not only does it not, in any of its aspects, do
violence to my reason, but that it more than richly satisfies my intellectual
earnings and makes ample provision for the continuous stimulation of my
intellectual faculties. The more I ponder and reflect over it, the newer the
beauties and the fresher the graces that I uncover and the more it compels my
admiration. Sir, it is characteristic of the Quran that it not merely teaches
and guides, but also instructs the understanding and satisfies and stimulates the
intellect. The main functions of the Holy Prophet are described in the Quran
as follows :-

" Y'atlu al ailiuu aay atelii wa yurakkihim wa yu-all ehumul kitaba wal hikm ali " *
that is to say:

" Y ailu al aihim aay atelii ,,*
One of the functions of this Prophet is to recite and expound divine signs
which create, inspire and, sustain faith in God.
Then

" WaYlizakkihilil ,,*
·i. e., this Prophet purifies the Muslims through his teachings, precepts and
example and points out the means for their progre~s in all spheres.

Again,
" Wa yu-al lchumul kitaba"*

i. e. He expounds and teaches them the Law. And lastly,-I would beg
the Honourable Members to note this particularly-

" walhikmah ,,*
i. e., He makes plain the philosophy upon which these teachings and laws
are based.

This last is a peculiar and unique characteristic of Islam and of its Holy
Prophet.

* The Holy Quean, Surah (Chapter) LXII, Verse 2.
(65)
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Sir, the conception that religion and politics occupy distinct spheres which

should not be permitted to overlap is born of failure to grasp the full significance
of religion. What is religion and what is its function? Religion is the
way of life that should enable each individual to attain the highest
possible development of his spiritual, moral, physical and intellectual
faculties. Its function is to establish and maintain the most harmonious
relationship between man and his Maker on the one hand and between man and
man in all a-pects of their relationship on the other. Politics is only one aspect
of the; elationship between man and man. Those who seek to draw a distinc-
tion between the spheres of religion and the sphere of politics as being mutually
exclusive, pat too narrow a construction upon the functions of religion. To them
religion signifies, at its highest, purely individual spiritual communion with the
Creator and normally only the performance of certain formal and ceremonial
acts of what they call worship. That is not the Islamic conception of religion.
One of the first attributes of God mentioned in the opening Chapter of the Holy
Quran is :

'< Rabbul A al ameen ".*
i. e., the Being who sustains and nourishes and makes provision for the
gradual and stage by stage progress towards perfection in all sphere, of all
the universes. This attribute alone necessitates that the revelation proceeding
from God f01 the guidance of mankind should contain a comprehensive code of
laws and rules of conduct designed to regulate every sphere of human life.

We believe th at this universal and perfect guidance is contained in tho:
Holy Quran and was illustrated in its application to the various aspects of
human life in the life of the Great Exampler, the Holy Prophet of Islam (on
whom be peace and blessings of God). The way of life of the Holy Prophet
illustrating the teachings contained in the Holy Quran is known as the tSunna.

Islam seeks to, and does, make ample provision for the beneficent regula-
tion of all aspects of human conduct. It establishes, as I have said, the most
harmonious relationship between man and his Maker on the one hand and man
and man on the other. It embraces within its legitimate sphere not only
such acts and performances to which the followers of many other religions
confine the application of the word 'worship', but all aspects of individual,
communal, national and international activity. It lays down and prescribes
the underlying principles of international relationship, of the laws of war and
peace, of state-craft, of commerce, of economic development, of social relation-
ships and the like. According to Islam the regulation of all aspects of one's
life in accordance with these principles is continuous worship of God. Every
moment of a life so regulated and so spent is an exaltation and glorification
of God; and we are all exhorted so to regulate and order our lives individually
and collectively.

I would earnestly appeal to the non-Muslim members of this House to
reflect over this aspect of the matter for a moment. What is the obligation
resting upon those of us who sincerely believe, as we do, that the fundamental
beneficent regulation of all these relationships is prescribed by Islam? If
we truly and sincerely believe that, does it not become our first duty to order
our lives in the individual and collective spheres in accord with the tea chings
and requirements of Islam, these teachings and requirements being set out in
the Holy Quran and illustrated in the Sunna ?

It is true that the Resolution does not merely lay down that the constitution
of Pakista n shall leave the Muslims free so to order their lives. If that had
been all that had been desired, no mention of the matter need have been made
in the Resolution. The Resolution does go further and require that the constitu-
tion to be framed should be such by virtue of which the Muslims shall be enabled
so to order their lives.

* The Holy Quran, Surah (Chapter) I, Verse 2
t Traditions of the Holy Prophet.
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. Let me illustrate. In the economic sphere Islam lays down regulations
des igneri to secure the maximum and the most beneficent distribution of wealth.
For this purpose it prescribes certain things and prohibits certain others. Its
system of inheritance and the zakat* are illustrations of the former; its ban
against the lending of money on interest, of the latter. There are others, but
these should suffice as illustrations. Nobody has ever objected to the Muslims
following their own system of inheritance, though the Muslims themselves
have not, one regrets to observe, always, in all respects, adhered to it.
Would anybody venture to contend, however, that any violence 'was J:>eing
done to the principles of democracy if the Muslims insisted that the constitution
of Pakistan should be so framed as to enable them, through proper legislation,
to arrange for the levy and collection of zalcat from Muslims and to make
provision for its administration and its application towards purposes prescribed
by Islam?

Ag ain, could any legitimate objection be taken to the demand of the
Muslims that the constitution should make provision which should enable them,
through such action, legislative or otherwise, 3S may be appropriate and
adequate, for laying the foundations ot, and fostering a system of credit, based
upon co-partnership and profit-sharing, rather than upon the lending of money
on interest?

Again, among the social injunctions of Islam, I might cite as an illustration,
the prohibition against gambling and the use of intoxicants. I fail to see wh y
it should occasion any uneasiness to non-Mus lims if the shape of the constitution
should be such as to enable the Muslims, through appropriate measures, to
stamp out these two universally acknowledged social evils from Muslim society.
Indeed, Sir, I venture to think that so far as measures designed to uproot these
and similar .other social evils are concerned, our non-Muslim fellow citizens
would be just as keen as ourselves to join with us in eradicating them trom
Pakistan society altogether.

The point to stress in this connection is that while the Resolution requires
that under the Pakistan constitution Muslims shall be enabled to order their
lives in the individual and collective spheres in accord, with the teachings and
requirements of Islam, it lays no such compulsion, burden or obligation upon
non-Muslims, In their view the spheres of politics and religion are distinct and
apart, and can rernain so. The constitution shall make adequate provision for
them in the very words of the Resolution: "freely to profess and practise their
religion and develop their cultures ". Their legitimate interests shall be safe-
guarded and they shall in common with all the citizens of Pakistan be guaranteed
all fundamental human rights, " including equality of status, of opportunity and
before law, social, economic and political justice, and freedom of thought,
expr ession, belief, faith, worship and association, subject to law and public
mo-aliry". They will also, along with other citizens of Pakistan be entitled to
enjoy the benefits of a constitution "whocein the principles of democracy,
freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice as enunciated by Islam shall be
fully observed". What more could any minority or any section of the people
of Pakistan desire?

But with regard to this last, some apprehension has peen expressed that the
qualification " as enunciated by Islam" renders this directive in the Resolution
vague and unsubstantial. I wish to point out that this qualification, far from
being of a restrictive character, has theeffect of charging these expressions with a
live meaning and of enlarging their scope.

As was pointed out by my Honourable colleague, the Minister for Communi-
cations, there at e many systems of Government at present in vogue, each of
which claims to be a democracy. There is the British system, which has been
developed along the lines of constitutional monarchy and there political power is

* Levy of2!% of money on amounts beyond prescribed limits, for charitatle
purpose 1.
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exer cised on the basis of Parliamentary responsibility. That system is held out
as the most beneficent form of democracy in the modern world. But it was not
till very recently that political power in Britain passed into the hands of the
ordinary citizen. Up till 1835, political power in that counti y was confined to the
aristocracy and certain sections of the upper middle classes. Ther eafter, it took
the greater part of a century for it to percolate down to the common citizen.

Then there is the American system of democracy, where the president as
the di: ect representative of the people exercises supreme executive power and
appoints all his Ministers, who in turn are neither m cm bel'S of, nor responsi ble, in
the ordinary parliamentary sense, to the Legislature. Incidentally, it may be
remarked that in that country, the democratic spirit is carried so far that the
Judges of some of the State Courts are elected and hold office only for a limited
period, though eligible for re- election. One result of this system is that if any
such Judge should hand down a patently unpopular judgment his chances of re-
election are rendered very meagre.

The U. S. S. R. has a system of Government based upon the predominance
of a particular political party. It is claimed that that system represents the true
essence of democracy.

The Central Kuornintang Government in China and thc Communists in
that country both claim to follow a democratic system.

The Nazis claimed that their system was the only truly democratic system.
The Scandinavian countries and the countries of Western Europe enjoy

systems of parliamentary democracy.
It will thus be seen that democracy may assume many forms and shapes but

what is the essence of it? The essence of democracy is that political authority
should be exercised through representatives freely chosen by the people. So
long as that is secured, democracy is safeguarded. This is provided for clearly
in the Resolution which says that under the Pakistan Constitution" the State
shall exercise its powers and authority through the chosen representatives
of the people ".

But it may be asked with what spirit does Islam charge this aspect of
democracy? The Quran clearly enunciates that the exercise of the franchise
is in the nature of the discharging of a trust and under an express Divine
command Muslims are enjoined to exercise the utmost care in the discharge of
this trust and to choose their representatives on the sole consideration of
fitness for the task for which they have to be chosen. This at once exalts
the functioning of representative institutions to the level of sacred and sancti-
fied activities.

The ultimate guardian and safeguard of free political institutions is an in-
dependent judiciary. From its very inception Islam set up a judicial system
possessing complete independence and perfect integrity. No office in the State
was invested with greater dignity and independence than t hat of the Judge.
The impartiality of the judiciary is secured by express commands in the Holy
Quran. For instance, God enjoins" When you judge between the people (or
alternatively it may be interpreted as 'When you arc called upon
to exercise authority over the people '), you should judge (or
rule) righteously."

" Wa iza hakamtum bain ann ase an tahkumu bil adl '?"
and again" let not any feeling of hostility towards a people betray you
into committing an injustice towards them; judge righteously, that alone is
compatible with piety".

"Wala y arjem an nnakum shanano qomin ala all at ad el oo ei d clo o h.otc a aqrabo littaqwa "."1
The Resolution lays down an express directive that the Constitution

shal1 fully secure the independence of the judiciary.

* Tne Holy Quran, Surah (Chapter) IV, Verse 58,
+Trie Holy Quran, Su rah (Chapter) V, Vorse 8.
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I need not dwell upon the Islamic notions of freedom and equality, as
through the ages the freedom and equality prevailing in Muslim society have
become proverbial. Muslim society is notoriously free from any conscious-
ness or trace of race, caste or colour superiority or division.

On tolerance I might, however, say a word. It is a matter for great sorrow
that mainly through mistaken notions of zeal, the Muslims have, during
their period of decline, earned for themselves an unenviable reputation for
intolerance. But that is not the fault of Islam. Islam has, from the begin-
ning, poclaimed and inculcated the widest tolerance. For instance, ~o fa); as
freedom of conscience is concerned the Quran says:

" La ikr aha fiddeene qad t ab ayy an ar rushdo mi nal ghayye."*
" Monsh aa f atyomin wa mall sh a a faly akfur, "t

"There shall be no compulsion in matters of faith." An alternative
rendering can also be "There can be no compulsion in matters of
faith ", inasmuch as faith is a matter of conscience, and conscience
cannot be compelled; it also signifies there need be no compulsion in matters
of faith.) " Guidance has been made manifest from error; let him therefore who
wills believe and let him who wills deny." There are other in junctions
contained in the Quran from which the same conclusion may be drawn, but I
shall go on to mention one incident from the life of the Holy Prophet
as illustrating the actual practice of tolerance in these matters. A Christian
deputation was waiting on the Holy Prophet and had carricd on exchange
of views with him for some days. One day they intimated that they would
have to absent themselves the next day. The Prophet enquired the reason
for this and they explained that the following day was their sabbath and that
they must withdraw some distance from Medina to perform their worship in
their own fashion. The Prophet told them that there was no need for them to
withdraw from Medina for that purpose. They were welcome to perform their
worship in his mosque. I might explain that the Prophet used to carryon all
his public activities in the mosque. In that simple structure he received
Embassies, he received deputations, he instructed his followers, he led the
services and the prayers, and all his public activities were performed there. It
is recorded that the following day when the time came, the Christians took out
their crosses and images and placing them in front of them in the Prophet's
mosque performed their worship in their own fashion.

The rccital ot this incident while completely re-assuring our non-Muslim
friends might possibly come as a shock to some of the Muslims who unfortunately
have gradually drifted into an extremely narrow and bigoted our look in these
matters. But for that very reason it is worth stressing.

If I may be permitted, Sir, humbly to offer a word of counsel to my non-
Muslim friends it would be to urge them to insist that the ideals set up by Islam
before the Muslims and indeed before mankind in all these spheres should be
fully carried into practice. 'What they and all of us fear is not that any harm
could result from the pursuit of those ideals:

c c Zalikal Kitabo Lar eb a Feel! "

" There is no harm in the Holy Book" but what is to be feared is that in
place of the ideals set up by Islam, people may fall into the error of substituting
tinsel imitations and narrow bigotries. That apprehension would apply parti-
cularly to freedom of thought and tolerance and it would behove both this
Assembly upon whom the responsibility for the framing of th e constitution
ultimately rests and the leaders of Muslim opinion generally to see that the
ideals set up by Islam ill this and all other fields that may properly and Iegiti-
matel y fall within the purview of the constitution, are faithfully and fully
adhered and given effect to.

* '! he Holy Our an, Sur ah (Chapter) II, Verse 256.
+Thc Holy Qur an, Surah (Chapter) XVlII Verse 2g.
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Sir, I have so fer made an attempt to convey some notion, how ever slight
and hazy, to our non-Muslim friends of the kind of conception in our minds of
the matters with which they are unfamiliar and concerning which they are
naturally anxious. They are anxiou.s and fearful, I conceive, because they have
not before them anywhere today a working illustration of these ideals which
could help them to form an approximately correct estimate of the practical
shape which the Pakistan constitution would under this Resolution ultimately
assume. Nor has recent Muslim history furnished any such illustration. We
are justifiably proud of the glorious achievements in peace and war of many of
the Muslim sovereigns, of their personal qualities of piety, simple living and high
thought, their patronage of the sciences, learning and art, the noble monuments
they have left behind, the high standards of living which in many instances
their peoples in different lands were able to atnin and maintain through the
course of centuries. But we cannot claim that after a certain period in
Islamic history, either the principles of statehood or the policies of the state
pursued in Muslim lands were in all respects based upon Islamic ideals and were
illustrative of them. Indeed, the very institution of hereditary monarchy is not
wholly compatible with Islamic ideals. I am not, therefore, disposed to blame
our non-Muslim friends if they feel bewildered and apprehensive as to what the
references to Islamic ideals and the Holy Quran and the Sunna in the Resolu-
tion might portend. I have no doubt, however, that the constructive and states-
manlike pronouncement with which the Honourable Mover introduced the Reso-
lution served to allay apprehensions on that score. Since then several speeches
made in support of the Resolution, notably those of Maulana Shabbir Ahmad
Osmani, Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi and my Honourable colleague, the
Minister for Communications, should have removed any lingering
suspicion to which the minds of some of the Honourable Members
may still have clung. I have endeavoured to place before them
certain concrete illustrations in the hope that they might find therein
matter upon which their minds might be able to fasten and
which might serve fur ther to re-assure them. Sir, in all this, there is one solid
f••ctor of satisfaction, and that is that all these are matters of recorded history
easily accessible to which recourse may immediately be had whenever occasion
should arise. Whenever, therefore, our non-Muslim friends observe on the
part of their Muslim colleagues a tendency to ignore the true spirit of these
ideals, they have only to confront them with t hat spir-it to bring them back
into the paths of sanity, tolerance and benevolence. \IV hat is the
alternative? It is not a fact that the Resolution is rendered vague and un-
substantial by references to Islamic ideals and the Holy Quran and the Sunna.
It is a fact, on the other hand, that if the precision furnished by those very
expressions which some of the critics of the Resolution are seeking to exclude,
were lacking, the Resolution would only be a collection of high sounding and
glittering phrases, strung together for purposes of show and furnishing but little
guidance to those who would be called upon to translate the objectives em-
bodied in the Resolution into concrete proposals.

An apprehension was expressed that the explanations and assurances fur-
nished and given on the Floor of the House may be adequate, but may be disre-
garded and ignored by the successors of those by whom they are being furnished
and given. But this overlooks the procedure that is proposed to be followed.
As soon as the Resolution is adopted, the House will be invited to set up a
Committee for the purpose of formulating concrete proposals based upon the
Resolution, embodying the main principles on which the constitution is to be
framed. Those proposals will then come before the House and after the House
has adopted those proposals with such modifications as it chooses to make, fur-
ther steps will be taken to draft the constitution in accordance with those
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proposals. It should thus be clear that the explanations furnished and the
assurances given during the course of this debate will be reflected in the con-
crete proposals which the Committee soon to be set up by the House will frame;
such proposals will in turn be translated into the provisions of the constitution
itself.

Hitherto I have addressed myself to the substance of the Resolution. I
now advert to the Preamble. Whatever differences might have been expected
to manifest themselves over the substantive provisions of the Resolution, e-re
had not expected that any difference would emerge over the Preamble and it is
therefore a matter of rome surprise that exception should have been taken to
anything set out in the Preamble. One's surprise has been the greater inasmuch
as objection has been taken to the Preamble even by the represcnta tives of
Christian denominations. It is difficult to appreciate the exact point of that
objection from the Press report that has appeared in the STATE:;"lANof
Friday, March 11th. It is there stated that the Christian minorities of Pakistan
c-annot accept that the Creator of mankind delegates omnipotent authority to
man-made States, whether it be the State of Pakistan or any other State. In
view of the fact that the Press report itself draws attention to that portion of
the Preamble which clearly sets out that limited authority is delegated to the
people, and by them to the States, it is difficult to appreciate the objection
that the Preamble implies the delegation of omnipotent authority; a doctrine
which is even more abhorrent to Muslim sentiment than it would be to Christian
sentiment. If the objection, however, were to the mere statement that all
authority, political or otherwise, exercised hy a community, or by an individual,
is authority delegated by the Creator, the objection coming from the quarter
it does, would be even more surprising. 'vVe are told that man has been
created in the image of God. Inasmuch as God neither has nor assumes
physical or mater ial shape or form, obviously the image of God must have
only a metaphorical significance, namely, that man has been endowed
with a reflection of divine attributes, and that the purpose of his terrestrial
existence is to develop those attributes. It is for that purpose that man has
been granted dominion, again in a limited sense, over the physical universe. In
other words, the physical universe has been created to subserv c the purpose of
man's spiritual, moral and physical evolution. It follows, therefore, that
whatever authority man has been invested with in respect of the universe,
is delegated authority to be used only for the purpose and to the end
stated.

To the opening statement in the Preamble that sovereignty over the entire
Universe belongs to Goel Almighty alone, I do not conceive that any person
believing in God could take exception. The rest of the Preamble, though based
on the assumption that all authority, political or otherwise, which man has been
invested with, has been delegated by the Supreme Ruler and must be exercised
within the limits set by Him, is designed to emphasise that political authority
vested in a people and by them entrusted to the State is a sacred trust and must
be exercised and administered in that spirit. Some controversy has been raised
as to whether that authority rests primarily in the people or in the State. From
the Isla mic point of view there can be no doubt that' such authority or
sovereignty as J slam concedes to mankind, vests in the people and in
the Quran it is the people who are commanded to entrust that authority
into the hands of those who are in every respect fit to exercise it. The State
is the servant of the people and is like any other instrument in any other
sphere brought into being for the purpose of serving the people. There need,
therefore, be no apprehension that in some subtle manner this portion of the
Preamble enshrines the Fascist or Nazi conception of a State. The Preamble
is a solemn confession and declaration that God Almighty is the Supreme
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Ruler of the Universe, and that such authority as man is permitted to exer-
cise is delegated authority and must be exercised in the solemn spirit oi
discharging a sacred trust. It is a constant reminder both to the people and
to those who are appointed or elected to representative or official positions
that they have all to account to God for the manner in which they discharge
their respective trusts.

What is the bane which has so often rendered the working of democracy
a snare and a delusion? I t is that the franchise is so lightly regard cd that
an election, instead of exhibiting the solemnity of the performance of a
high and sacred trust, often degenerates into manifestations of the lowest
passions and a cockpit of group faction and party contentions. Islam con-
demns all that as a breach of a sacred trust. A democratic system of Govern-
ment cannot be expected to yield and will not yield any beneficence till
the nature and significance of the right of franchise if fully grasped and the
franchise is exercised in every instance as if man was rendering an account
in the Divine presence of something precious that has been entrusted to his
custody. This is a doctrine that Islam inculcated almost fourteen centuries
ago, and which is sought to be expressed in the words of the Preamble.
Till this doctrine is fully grasped and becomes a permanent feature of the
mental equipment of every voter, democracy will never have a fail
chance.

Sir, these are some of the ideals to which the Resolution seeks to direct
the attention of those upon whom will rest the responsibility of framing the
proposals upon the basis of which the constitution will be drafted. As I
have already stated, it is a matter of great sorrow that we have not today ;n
any part of the world a living and working il lustrat ion of a constitution based
on these principles. But it is a matter of great joy and satisfaction that these
principles are there and are available to any society, community or State
that may desire to make use of them. As has often been remarked during
the course of this Debate, the world today tends to align itself behind two
ideologies. Here we have another ideology based upon the brotherhood
of man and beneficent co-operation between different sections of mankind.
It seeks to curb and check all doctrines and practices which have a tendency
towards creating and emphasising differences between sections of mankind,
whether those differences are based on caste or On family or hereditary privi-
lege or on wealth or on what are described as vested interests. It seeks to
do all that by the minimum of legal enactment and compulsory enforcement
and by the maximum of encouragement of voluntary effort, service and sacri-
fice. Its sole emphasis is on righteous conduct and conduct becomes righteous
not by categories into which it might be classified or by labels that might be
attached to it, but by being performed within the limits set for it and with a
pure and high motive. These are inescapable essentials for right conduct. The
law can but prescribe the limits. It is only the eagerness to win the pleasure of
God that can purify the motive. The value of each action, however, depends
upon the motive. If we succeed in framing the kind of constitution that
the Resolution under discussion envisages, we shall have performed only a
portion, though an essential portion, of our task. The frame will have been
set up, it will still be our duty to clothe that frame with living flesh and
muscle, to charge it with healthy streams of blood, so as to enable it to func-
tion as a living, healthy and health-giving organism. It is my prayer that
we may be so guided by Divine grace that we may be enabled to discharge our
task justly and adequately.

Mr. Nazir Ahmad Khan (West Punjab: Muslim): Mr. President,
Sir, I rise to support the Resolution so ably and eloquently moved by the
Honourable the Prime Minister. This Resolution is merely in the nature of a
Preamble. It is, so to say, the terms of reference to this Assembly under
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which they have to frame their future constitution. It is neither the official
J~gislation !lOt: :ven the constitution itself and, therefore, some of the objec-
troris and mlsgiVll1gs that have been expressed on the Floor of this Honourable
House regarding the implications of this Resolution are premature if not
entirely inconect. '

Sir, the Honourable the Mover has given certain clarifications of this Reso-
lution, but obviously at this stage, no final, no exhaustive and no conclusive
elucidation or clarification can be expected. It is, I think, due to thia f ctor and
due to the fact that some of our friends of the Opposition-not only of the
Opposition, some of our Muslim friends, too-have got certain suspicions as
to what this Resolution exactly means. They would, therefore, like to have a
further clarification of this Resolution. I may say, at the present stage, that
the misgivings and the doubts and the objections of my friends of the
Opposition at e mainly due to suspicion, and as my Honourable friend, Sir
Muhammad Zafrulla, has said just now, on fear. They do not know what is
laid down in the Quran. Perhaps it is the first time in their life that they have
been asked to study the Quran from that point of view (as to what is contained
in the QIFan for the framing of our state-craft) and they also do not know-
and I do not blame them for it-as to what is meant by SUnlla. Therefore,
Sir, I would say that their suspicions and doubts are natural. But as we
proceed and explain the implications of this Resolution I am sure that all the
doubts and all the misgivings in the minds of our friends, the representatives
of the minorities, shall, Insha Allah, be removed.

Now, Sir, during the course of the debate certain abstruse and academic
issues were discussed and it was said by some of the Honourable Members that
religion should be kept apart from politics and that in any case religion should
not be allowed to interfere with the course of politics. Well, Sir, these are,
as I said, academic questions and more than one opinion can be held about
these considerations. May I, Sir, while discussing this aspect of the issue,
refer to what a very great and famous scholar of the East said about the
problem? I refer, Sir, to Dr. Muhammad Iqbal what he said in his "SIX
LECTURES ON RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IN ISLAM". He says:

" Humanity needs trrec t hings to l ay ; a sp iritu al interpretation of the universe;
a spiritual emancipation of the individual and basic principles of a universal import directing
the evolution of hu mai soclcty un a spiritual basis. Modern Europa has no doubt, built
up idealistic systems 0'1 these lines hut experience shows that truth revealed through pure
reason is incapable of bringing that fire of living conviction which personal revelation alone
can bring. This is the reason why pure thought h as so little influenced man, while religion
has al ways elevated individuals aud transformed whole society. The idealism of Europe never
became a living factor in her life and thc result is a perverted ego centring itself through
intolerant democracy whose sole function is to exploit the poor in the interest of the rich.
Believo mc, Europe to Iay is tho greatest hinderance in the way 0 f man's ethical
advancement. "

So far, Sir, about the issue whether religion should be allowed to interfere
with reason or with politics. Then, Sir, during the course of the de?a~e an
Honourable friend from the Opposition remarked that some of the principles
of Islam arc so out-moded that it will be practically impossible to apply
t~lem to the present conditions of our economic life and' he incidentally. men-
tioned the question" of interest. "How can you run your banks Without
interest ", he said. He quoted some authority from amongst the Treasury
Benches which was meant to suggest that it would. be ~mpossibl~ ~o apply the
old system of taxation to modern needs. Now, SIr, Without claiming to be an
economic expert, may I be permitted to tell this ~onourable ~ouse that there
is a very strong opinion amongst the highest ranking eCOn?mlsts of the mod~rn
world that interest should gradually be reduced so that It ma~ reach a l?omt
when it may stand at z ero, The policy of cheap money, the policy of having a
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reduced rate of interest, is appearing every where. May I tell Honourable
friends of the Opposition that when they study the bank rates of the world.. they
will find that this shows that the rate of interest is now decreasing gradually
and consistently. If you remember, Sir, during the first world war the old
Government of India issued war bonds and the rate of interest of those bonds was,
if I mistake not, from five per cent. to six per cent., Look at the rate of interest
on the war bonds raised by the Government of India during the last war. It
was, I think, Sir, from two per cent. to three per cent. and I understand that in
America it was from one per cent. to two per cent. Therefore, you now see a
definite evidence of a theory being put in practice that interest is being reduced
gradually. And, lastly on this point, Sir, I may be permitted to refer to one of
the latest pronouncements on this subject-a book by Mr. Harrod, who is
an authority. on Economics. In his book, Mr. Harrod considers the
possibility that before many decades have elapsed interest may no longer
be required as an integral part of our economy, and urges that if this par-
ticular feature of capitalism were removed there might be general agreement
to maintain a system in which free enterprise and the profit motive played
leading parts. Further elucidating his point Mr. Harrod said:

" L not thi, int erosb-froe society, if wo can ouvisage it not too far beyond tho horizon
all alto rnut iv« to collectivism? Would not tho age-long resentment of those who have boon
down-troddun and suffered be assunged? Would they not then bo prepa rcd to ta ken
different dew of free cn t.crpr iso and its incquality of earnings? Surely it is not the power
of the man who does fine work and gets a large measure of profit from it that is resented , so
much as tho power tha t he and his doscendants to have consolidate themsel yes on the basis of a
large unearned income. We. ill ust assume. of course, that there are legal safeguards ag aiust his
making the profit by exploitation. Could we Hot thus revive tho popular esteem of free
enterprise, of profit .. yes, of the profit motivo itself? Suroly it is not the profit itself, earued
by service, by assiduity, by imagination, by courage, but the conlinued interest accru ing from
the accumulation that makes the profit-t aker eventually appear parasitical. "

Sir, even the most modern theory in banking does visualise States where
it might be possible to have no interest in their bank dealings. Therefore, Sir,
I will put it to my Honour able friends of the Opposition that merely because
they have not yet been able to study Islam so fully, let them not hold any final
views about the subject. I am positive in my mind that when they study the
economic structure of a Muslim society as laid down in the Quran and their
Sunna, they will find tha t it is practicable even according to the modern notions
of Economics.

Then, Sir, some of my Honourable friends of the Opposition referred to the
12 No constitutions of some other Muslim countries including Egypt, Iran,

ON Iraq and Turkey, and Articles from these constitutions were read out
by Mr. K. K. Datta, who is unfortunately not present here today, I think, with
the object of showing them as models or perhaps for explaining the constitu-
tions of other Islamic States, a particular paragraph was quoted. But may I
submit that if Mr. Datta had also read the other paragraphs and Articles of
those constitutions, he would have noticed one thing at least which is of a very
great importance. That particular item is that in all these constitutions, the
student will find that Islam, not only Islam, but a particular sect of Islam has
been ordained to be the State-religion of each country. I refer first to the
constitution of Egypt and therein you will be ple ased to note that Article 149
lays down that Islam is the State-religion. Next we turn to the constitution
of Afghanistan about which Mr. Datta said that Afghanistan does not possess
any constitution. But if he reads it, he will find that it lays down that it was
passed by the Afghanistan Parliament and was ratified by the King on 31st
October, 1931, that it is to say, this document deals with the constitution of
Afghanistan ar.d is as valuable a document as any other constitution of the
woi ld. That Article says:

" The faith of Afghanistan is the sacred faith of Islam and the official religion of the
population in general is H anafi religion. "
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. Next we, turn .to the .c~mstitution of. Iran. On page *155, Article 1, it is
said that the ' official religion of Iran IS Islam according to the orthodox
doctrine of Asna-i-Ashria ". Now, we turn to the constitution of Iraq. Article
13 on page *173 lays down that" Islam is the official religion of the State". I
have not. berore me the. constitutl0~ of Syria, ~ut I am told that according to
that constitution, the President of Synan RepublIc must always be a Muslim.
Now, Sir, after going through this aspect of the constitutions of other Muslim
countries, may I submit to my Honour e!ble friends opposite that we have tried
to adopt the best that is in the constitutions of all the countries. 'We-)1ave
tried to keep away from the course which might lend itself to obvious objec-
tions. Therefore, if you confront us with certain articles in the constitutions
of Islamic States, you run the danger of our confronting you with those provi-
sions to which we have already alluded. You will find that we have
advisedly, and after going into the question very carefully and deeply
refrained from mentioning anything that might be possibly misconstrued
and, therefore, through you, Sir, I wiil ask my Honourable friends, opposite,
to have no suspicion and not to mistrust us. We do not ever intend that the
minorities in Pakistan should live under us. We want them to live with us and
this assurance, given by every member of the Muslim League Party, should be
accepted in the spirit of sincerity in which it is being offered.

Not only my Honourable friends, opposite, but some friends amongst my
Muslim brothers themselves, have got certain opinions about this Resolution,
which can be said to be based again on suspicion and on lack of knowledge.
One such view was expressed by my Honourable friend, Mian Iftikharuddin,
who again unfortunately is absent today. He thought that sufficient has not
been expressed by this Resolution and, therefore, although he complimented
the Honourable Prime Minister on moving it, he took objection to its terms.
I submit again that the views expressed by Mian Iftikharuddin and the people
of his thought, are premature and are based, if I may say so, on ignorance. As
has been explained by the Honourable Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan this is a
practical and revolutionary step that we are taking. People who have studied
this Resolution have certain suspicions in their minds because they do not see
any State in the world of today which according to them conforms to the prin-
ciples enunciated in the present Resolution and as they have not made a correct
and deep study of the Holy Quran and Sunmo; therefore, they think that instead
of going forward according to them, the implementation of this Resolution
would take the Islamic society back. This is a common objection that we hear
to this Resolution. I would submit that from our faith in the Quran, there is
only one deduction that can be made, " We, the Muslims, believe that it is our
faith, it is our firm conviction that the Quran is a revealed Book". It is meant
for all days to come, for all countries and for all men and, therefore, its message
is eternal, it is everlasting." Do you mean to suggest that the Quran has become
out of date? Is there any Muslim alive today who can, with conviction, preach
this or claim it or own it. I dare say you will not find a single Muslim, man or
woman, who has no faith in the eternal message revealed to the Holy Prophet
through the Holy Quran. If the Quran lays down the principles of eternal and
everlasting application to all the countries of the world, and if it is not really a
code of worship, but is also a complete code of life, then how do you reconcile
the two views? How can you say, on the one hand, that we are Mussalmans and
we believe in the Quran and yet, being Mussalmans, we are not prepared to
ad upon the Quran? What, then, is the value of the Holy Boo.k as a guide
in th e life of individual Muslims and in the life of the Muslim nation ? Some
of us have got the belief that when a Muslim is going to die, cer tain words from
the Quran, a certain Ayat or Sura Yasin, is read by the side of the dyingman, so
that his jovr ney to the next world may be a comfortable one. Therefore, when

---------- .-- ---~--.---------.
* SJlect Const itu tious of tho World, Vcl\ume I-Ed. of Deb.
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good Muslims lay down their heads to die, it is a custom that Sura Yasin is
repeated. But let me tell you, Sir, that the Quran does not merely teach you to
die a Muslim's death; it teaches you to live the life of a Muslim. Therefore, it
is a misconception of those of our friends whose views were represented by the
Honourable Mian Iftikharuddin, Do they merely mean to assert that the Quran
is a book which can be cited only at the last moment or do they believe that it
contains the general and universal principles. J f it contains the general and
universal principles of application, then I would submit to these friends of mine
that there is a complete code of life in the Quran; otherwise what Iqbal has
said, might, after all, be true. There is a discussion about the 111ulla. The
Mulla will come in and say that you are giving over the authority of the State
to the priesthood, that you are evolving a State that is theocratic in conception,
that the Mulla is a man who is hidebound, that the Mulla is not progressive and
therefore those of you who have traversed so far are going back in one jump and
putting yourself in the lap of the Mulla. I submit that these are considerations
which are absolutely foreign to the present Resolution. As I was saying, Iqbal
has said in one of his quatrains:

"Be ban de soofio mull a asiri;
H ayat az hikmat-e QuraTI na-giri ;

Ze Aayaatash tur a k are juz ein neest ,
Ke az T'aseene 00 aasan ha-meeri,"

( You are entongled in tho doctrines of Sufis and Mullns ;
That yon never seek life in the wisdom of the QlIraJl.

You have no other use of t h at Holy Quran,
Except to havo T'asin recited at your I edsidc for a pcar cful de ath.}

Is that, Sir, to what we have reduced our Book? I dare say, 'no' an empha-
tic' no '. We are going to translate the principles enunciated in the Holy Book
and the Sunna into practice and with all humility I can claim that Insha Allah
we will evolve a State in which all the members of the Opposition and those,
represented by Mian Iftikharuddin will find a comfortable place.

It was said, I think, by my Honourable Friend, Mr. Karnini Kumar Datta
that there is a parliamentary democracy and economic democracy and he posed
the question: Is Islam going to be a challenge to both these democracies?
I submit that it is both a challenge and a compromise. It is a challenge in
the sense that Islam does not follow any ism; does not accept any ism; is
not wedded to any ism. It is a compromise because Islam is the ria media,
the middle course, and it avoids a clash between ideologies, so that a middle
course may be found in which the common man may live a happy, a prosper-
ous and a contented life .

• Now, Sir, so much about the principles enunciated in this Resolution. It
is quite true that unless they are implemented, they mean nothing, and the way
they are implemented is the most important consideration. Therefore, in order
to offer certain constructive suggestions with regard to 'the implementation of
the principles enunciated in the Resolution, may I submit that we shall soon
have to establish some SOl t of a Research Institute, so that it might function
to elucidate what are the principles of democracy, justice and economy as laid
down in the Holy Quran and the Sunna. So far as I am concemed-and I do
not claim to have a knowledge of all these things, there is still a good deal to be
done about the codification of Islamic laws. The principles have, as I have al-
ready stated, been enunciated generally and widely, but we have to deduce
rom those principles such other principles as apply to our modern needs. And
this brings us to the ra ther debatable question of Ijtihad. There is a class of
thought which thinks that the power of thinking about our future and about
our State and about ourselves came to an end several centuries ago when the
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great Muslim Euqhas made ljtihad and deduced certain principles and enunciat-
ed them. With great respect to that view and with great respect to those
Ulemas who hold that view, I submit that I beg to differ from them. My
reasons for saying so are again the same as I have just mentioned, namely, tha t
if it is our belief that the Quran is a hidayat for all time, then it cannot possibly
be argued that after the third or the fourth century the right of thinking about
ourselves has been taken away by the Quran or by God Himself. Therefore,
when we have a Research Institute, or an Academy, or a Laboratory of that
nature, there we shall be able to study the Quran and see what are it's broad
principles, deduce further principles from those br oadly enunciated principles
and apply them to the modern economic needs. But let not anybody have a
fear about the kind 01 economy we shall evolve. May I remind my Honour-
able friends that as far back as the reign of Hazrat Umar, the second Caliph,
there was a scheme of social insurance, whereby every disabled or sick person,
every child, every infirm man and woman, were the liability of the State. This
is just a simple illustration which I offer to those of my Honourable friends
who are rather afraid of applying the Quran and the Summa: to our modern
economic system and our modern life. Sir, the principles are still there and all
that you find so progressive in the Western democracies is actually laid down as
a clear injunction in the Quran and the Sunna.

Now, Sir, you will find people clamouring on the floors of Houses like thi ••
that we should have adult suffrage and we should have universal education. All
this sounds very progressive and one feels when one hears these things that one
is in a very good CO __Ipany, the company of the West. May I again remind my
Honourable friends who have not studied Islam so thoroughly that it is one of
the injunctions of the Holy Prophet that' everybody must acquire knowledge' ?
It is a [arz, as great a [arz as the paying of the zakat. Why have we forgotten
these injunctions? We are going to revive the importance and the implication
of these injunctions. -

Now, Sir, there is adult franchise. They say it is a very progressive step,
but have not you got the rudiments of adult franchise even in the early days of
Islam? What I mean to say is that the principles are there. If they have
been neglected for centuries and not applied, it does not mean that the
principles themselves are wrong intrinsically. All I can say is that we have,
due to our misfortune, not been able to apply them in practice. Let me
assure my friends of the Opposition that they will find that those principles
which deal with the every day life of the man, and which deal with polity,
will be really so progressive as to fit in with their own ideas of progress.

Before I conclude, Sir, may I just remind the House that it is not this
written Constitution, this Preamble, this Objectives Resolution and not even
the laws that shall formally be evolved that are going to change, or revolu-
tionize Pakistan. Pope said, Sir-(he was cynical but I think he was quite
correct)--

" For forms of Constitution of Governmont

Let Fools contest ;

Whatever is administered best is best. "

It will be the same old adage: the proof of the pudding being in its eating.
We shall ultimately have to depend upon the common man and the common
woman in Pakistan to apply the laws and the principles laid down in our
constitution. The character of the nation is going to ultimately decide our
fate. The Constitution is merely on paper. This is one of those external
checks that society is always subject to but unless the character of the nation
is fully developed no constitution can really help us or really revolutionize the
system which is in practice now,
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With these words, Sir, I whole-heartedly support the Resolution moved by

the Honourable the Prime Minister and would in all humility request my
Honourable friends of the Opposition to withdraw all their amendments so
that, we of this House, may evolve at least the Preamble to our constitution
unanimousl y. (Applause.)

*Dr. Omar Hayat Malik (West Punjab: Muslim): Mr. President, Sir, I
feel I ar.i the recipient of a very great honour in having this opportunity to
support the Resolution proposed by the Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan.
It would be no exaggeration to say that this Resolution is an outstanding
event in world history. It is not only a significant event in the history of
Pakistan and in t he history of the Islamic world but I would repeat it is a
significant and outstanding event in the whole history of political thought in
the world. It is for the first time in many long centuries-and certainly for
the first time in modern times-that a people has risen as a people to
demand and to achieve a State which is to be placed on an ideological basis,
not only on an ideological basis but on a particular ideology; the ideology of
a revealed religion, the ideology of Islam.

Sir, the modern world has seen many types of States, monarchies and
democracies, oligarchies and dictatorships-of persons, classes and so on-but
this is the first time that we, here in Pakistan, are striving to set up a State
which shall conform to the will of God. There are certain States in the world
in the Occident, as well as in the Orient, which affirm in their constitutions
that a certain religion, or a certain sect of a certain religion, is their official
religion, but they fail to draw the necessary consequences from such affirmations.
We, in this country-Pakistan-are going to say here in this Resolution that
our State shall be based upon religion and we intend to give practical effect
to that affirmation and that resolve. The Resolution itself, in its various
clauses, makes it clear that our State shall conform to the entire ideology of
Islam. There are no reservations about it; there are no exceptions about
it : all the principles of Islam and all the laws of Islam shall be binding on
the State. This is expressed in the Resolution and has also been emphasized
and supplemented by the speech of the Honourable Mover.

Sir, I shall discuss very briefly 3S to what type of State we are envisaging.
It has been asked whether it will be democracy or a limited democracy. Well,
the answer is very plain: it will be a limited democracy. The people will
have some power but they will not have all the power. So much must be
frankly said that certain things have to be resolved by God and are in His own
personal sphere. The remaining sphere has been left opeD to the people to
deal with. The principles of Islam and the laws of Islam as laid down in the
Quran are binding on the State. The people or the State cannot c?ar:ge these
principles or these laws. The State shall have to enforce these principles and
these laws as they stand, but there is a vast field besides these principl:s and laws
in whicn people will have free play; they will have the whole entire power.
So Sir, the State that we are envisaging will be a democracy of a limited form:
it ~ight be called by the name" th eo-democracy ", that is democracy limited
by word of God, but as the word " theo " is not in vogue so we call it by the
name of Islamic democr acy.

Sir, we are perfectly aware here in Pakistan that the intellectual thought
of the present day world is not in favour of ideologies. We are perfectly ~on-
scious of the fact that by striving here to construct or to find an ideological
State based upon religion we are going against the current of modern ~hought,
against the current of modern history, but we are not discoura~ed by it. .The
unbelief-the Jack of belief in religion-prevailing at present IS not a unique
phenomenon in history. In history, periods of unbelief ~ave always be.en.
followed by days of belief. This age, which is now dominated by unbelief

---------
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and by lack of faith in religion, will yield place as sure as day follows night to
another ~ge in which people will come to hold belief. So, thereiore, we
should not at all be discouraged by the present state of the people when un-
belief is at its highest. We must be actuated by the inexorable historical law
that all ages of unbelief are always faithful in results. They are always con-
sequential. It is a significant fact that unless a people had a faith and belief
in themselves, which fires their imagination they cannot achieve anything. Of
course, there arc different types of faith. It may be faith in White Man's
Burden, faith in imperialism or faith in a person as in Japan. Some . sort of
faith must exist if a nation is to playa significant part in history. Nations
that have no faith of any kind do not live; they only exist. We know that we
are doing something against the present prevalence of opposition to faith and
we are open to the opprobrium to which we may be subjected by modern peoples
that we had_ the courage in broad day-light of claiming that we shall found a
state on Islam, nothing but Islam.

Sir, the Members of the Opposition have called us unprogressive and re-
actionary. I must congratulate Members of the Opposition for it, for they are
not the only people who would say so, there will be many other people in the
world who will Join them and would call us unprogressive and reactionary. But
what is being unprogressive? In what does progress consist? Let us pause for
a moment and think over it. Progress, intellectual progress, is the charac-
teristic feature of the modern age with the growth of sciences. This is the main
thing of which modern world can boast. I admit that the modern world has,
by the help of reason, built up a super-structure of science which is unrivalled
in the history of man but in what way Islam prevents us from following science
or from the pursuit of science. Islam encourages us 1.0 ponder over the
mysteries of nature; nay it orders us to do so-to conque •. the forces of nature
and to use them for the service of man. The on.y difference perhaps is that in
modern age the conquest of nature is being used both for the service as well
as for the disservice of man. All the Muslims are bound by our faith
to use it only for the service of mankind and not for the disservice of
man. So, Sir, Islam leaves the whole fietd of science perfectly free to
us. Not only is it free for us but it is an obligation cast upon us to
pursue science. Islam, therefore, as religion in the intellectual sense,
must be as progressive as the modern world claims to be. About other things,
about social equality and freedom and democracy and the relations of woman
and man and so on, so much has been said upon these subjects by various
speakers that I will not repeat tenets of Islam. The world knows that we are
behind none in granting equality to man. We are behind none in
granting freedom to man. We are behind none in regulating the
relations of sexes. In theory one may possibly come across certain notions
about equality and freedom in the western world-in theory only and on paper-
which may claim superiority on us but I do say that in actual practice the
freedom and equality and social justice given by Islam is second to none in the
world of today. So much about our being progressive.

Similar remarks apply to the allegation of being reactionary. I have
however, not been able to understand what reactionary really means. Reac-
tionary means taking action contrary to some other action .. It also means action
taken against some prevalent notions. Weare reactionary because we have the
courage to say to the world, which now-a-days does not believe in religion and
anything reglious, that we do believe in religion. If'for saying so we are suppos-
ed to be reactionary, then we admit that we are so. But we are in no way
retrograde. It is not true to say that we are clinging to something inferior and
giving up something which is superior. We believe that Islamic way oflife is
something superior and we are, therefore, proud of our faith in Islam.
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Sir, the Members of the Opposition have recommended to us that we

should adopt national democracy; that we should become just national sove-
reign Godless State. They have given no cogent reasons for that and they have
admitted that they do not understand Islam and therefore they could not say
what the State, as envisaged by Islam, would mean and they could not judge
it. If Islam is progressive Our State is bound to be progressive. They said
they were not aware of Islamic principles and so they were not in a position to
criticise o.ir State or its ideals from any rational point of view. But still they
insisted that our State must be of the national, sovereign, modern type. So, I
would like to say why we do not want to become a modern, national, sovereign
State. I am saying it very briefly. We find in the modern, national, sovereign
State that there is no abiding foundation of morality in it. The modern State
is supposed to rest on the will of the people. Actually it is not. Everyone
knows that the will of the people is only a myth. It is only the few that count.
At best it is a democracy. But for argument's sake we concede that modern
democracy represents the will of the people. Now the will of the people will
be expressed by means of human reason. Sir, I believe that human reason can
provide no sure foundation for morality, This is something basic to my con-
ception of the world and of religion. Religion has a great part to play.
There is a wide field to roam about, the field of natural science, morals,
reason at best can be a help. But by itself it cannot build a strong system
of morality. The reason for this is obvious because in the first place, reason
is proverbially myopic, in space and time. I am trying to be very brief but I
would explain a little. What I mean is, this man is not capable of comprehend-
ing the consequences of his action taken in a particular place and a particular
lime comprehending the consequences of such action in future and other forms
of space. Reason is supposed to be time-barred and space-barred. Only God
can comprehend Time and Space and He can make laws which can become sure
guide for morality. I am not trying to belittle the role of reason. Reason has
a part to play but reason must be supplemented with faith if a sure foundation of
morality is to be built.' This is what is lacking in the modern State. There
is no sure foundation for morality. Reason is influenced by selfishness and
prejudice. What are the moral laws of modern national States which they now
adhere to? None. The law is absolutely one of expediency or of national
selfishness and what we see, as a result of it, is, that during the last one century
or two, mankind has been reduced to a pitch when one step further will perhaps
bring about irreparable disaster. Everyone must know, everyone must agree
that mankind is now facing a very great crisis. 'vVe are standing on the edge
of a precipice. Wise men of the West admit that mankind is now diseased and
there is something wrong with it. There is something wrong with man. You
go to any wise man of West and he will admit that. He will admit that man
is on the brink of a precipice; the disaster is coming. I t is inevita ble. But
if you ask him what is the remedy then he stops short and is bewildered. We
Muslims are not. We know and believe that the real disease is Godlessness.
Therefore, here in Pakistan we are trying to build a polity, of which the
moral foundation will rest upon the Will of God and not upon the will of man.

Sir, there was a time, it is said by Zoologists, when the world was inhabited
by reptiles. These reptiles fought with each other, killed each other. In evolu-
tionary process they became bigger and bigger. They put on greater and greater
armour of teeth, and of tusks. They began to have wings and then began to
fly and ultimately only the biggest survived and the smaller ones were exter-
minated. Some of the bigger ones survived and they also perished later on,
Ieavinz no trace of their existence in the world. Similarly, it is in the affairs
of ma;;, particularly the Western nations, the Godless national States have
exterminated each other. Some have been killed, while others died in frustra-
tion. They were piling up armaments, they began to fly and then came in this
current of history. Unless this course is averted, a time will come when they
will cease to exist. It is from this angle of vision that they are trying to judge
our basic State. ~ 0 4-~<&
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Sir, I will now deal briefly with the amendments. All the points in the

amendments have been so ably dealt with by the previous speakers, particularly
by the Honourable Sardar Abdur Rab Nishtar. The impression in my mind was
one of disappointment. The obvious thing was that the Opposition did not
like us to become an Islamic State. They could have said it in so many words,
instead of bringing in so many amendments which create confusion and
bring about inconsistencies in the Resolution itself, by suggesting that the
principles of democracy must be not in accordance with Islam or in <' C zordance
with other religions, but according to the Charter of Human Rights as adopted
by the United Nations. This is, of course, impossible. You cannot have such
inconsistencies brought in the Resolution. I do not want to deal with this.

One or two Members of the Opposition suggested that if we accepted this
Resolution, we would be consigning our future generations to the furies of
destini es-s-I have noted down the words. I do not know what he or they
possibly meant by it, whether the special reference of furies of destinies was
to God. Am I to understand that they meant the Will of God as the fury of
des tinies ?

Sir, the Members of the Opposition know very well that the Muslim-
dominated Pakistan is for a specific purpose. They know it. We said
in openly to the whole world that we wanted to make Pakistan
an Islamic State, based on Islamic principles, but my friends have put
forward these amendments trying to dissuade us from this course. We
have achieved Pakistan after hea vy sacrifices. We sacrificed forty millions in
killed. We have seven millions homeless. After all these sacrifices We got
Pakistan with the express purpose of founding a State on Islamic principles.
And they are now asking tis that we should relinquish our aims; alter having
done all that, after ha ving gone through all this struggle and all these sacrifices
we should give up our aims and say we did not mean it, we repent for what we
said. Will that not make us a laughing stock of the world? What will the
people think of us ?-1hey wanted Pakistan for some purpose and what they
said about Islam was a mere idle pretence. I hope, Sir, the Members of the
Opposition will not try to reduce us to this uncomfortable position.

Another thing I wish to suggest for their consideration is that it has been
suggested before also in some way or other that they want us to have a national
State, with a majority of one nation. Suppose if we were to take them at their
word, how will they feel under that differentiation. It is so easy for us to
say that henceforth, with a little mental reservation, we are just people.
Their is no minority or majority. Muslim League is dissolved. There will be
a new penty called-the Pakistan National Progressive Party, of which Hindus
also will be members, and then we can set up a Government. First of all, we
shall have elections and in that we shall see that only those people who agree
with us are elected. We shall have a Government with one or two members
of minorities as our Ministers and then we can do anything we like in the
name of nationalism and squeeze the minority out of existence. It is a
technology which had been practised and is being practised in countries of the
world, but we are Muslims. This is not our way of doing it. We do not want
to say one thing and mean the other. We do not say we are one nation and
then use this pretext to our detriment which will squeeze us out of existence.
We say we are Muslims and we want to have an Islamic State. We tell you
that you are free to have your own religion, culture and you are free to develop
it. We do not wish to impose our laws on you, but give us the freedom to
live under our own laws, under our own way of life. What objection have
you to this I would like to understand?

'Lhen a Member, or two, from the Opposition said that by establishing a
religious State here we would be estranged from the rest of the world. We
should be at a distance from the rest of the world. I say, has any nation of the
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world any right according to its own principles to object to our founding an
Islamic State? The world has tried itself on democracy. The Muslims of
Pakistan, who are 85 per cent. of the people, should have freedom to found their
State according to their wishes. Is it undemocratic? Well if the nations
of the wor'ld are democratic, then those who are in a preponderating majority
should have the right to determine their own future. Again, is it not their
freedom of thought? While other people think of nations, we think this way
that we want to live in an Islamic life. We want to have an Islamic State.
Should not we have the freedom to express it ?

After having said this, I have only 'One or two things to say. The Muslim,
in Pakistan are on trial. We have an opportunity-a golden opportunity, a
Heaven-sent opportunity-for giving effect to the yearnings of our people, to
the principles and the faith which we have deep in our hearts. We can do
great things and make a lasting contribution to the welfare and happiness of
mankind for all time to come if we seize this opportunity, and if we do not, we
can be reduced to the level of a second, third or even fourth-place State, which
might or might not exist for a very long time. Our Quaid-i-Azarn, wh en he
was struggling for the creation of Pakistan, said to his opponents:

"Gentlemen! You are mistaken. Tler e aro not two p artios in India. 'I hr-re are th re e
It is not only the British an d the Congress but it is also tho Muslim Leagl!e."

We also very humbly and respectfully say to the world there are in this
world not two ideologies only-the ideology of capitalism and the ideology
of communism. But there is a third ideolouy-c-ideology of Islam which forms
a bridge between both and by crossing which the mankind can yet be unified.
Sir, I hope that th e Muslims will appreciate the blessings which Providence
has showered on them and will make good use of them so that the narrow
streak of light, which according to the Mover of the Resolution, becomes a
flood of light and illuminates the darkest corners JP to the farthest limits.

Mr. Nur Ahmed (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I think it to be the proud-
est moment of my life on being allowed to participate in the discussion on
this very historic Resolution which has been sponsored in this August Assernbjy
by a man of destiny. Sir, this Resolution embodies principles on which, if the
constitution is based and acted upon, will inaugurate a new era of peace, pros-
perity, equality, fraternity and the world which has been tom into two principal
factions, would heave a sigh of relief. Sir, much has been said about
democracy. Some of the Honourable Members on the opposite side and
unfortunately one Member of the Muslim League also, remarked in this House
that this Resolution, as is framed, does not embody all the elements of modern
domocracy. I think the use of the word Allah, and the names of God, and
the USe of the word' Islamic', have frightened some of the Honourable Mem-
bers of the House. This is so because though we the people-both Hindus and
Muslims-have lived in this sub-continent for more than 1,300 years and still
the Hindus have failed to understand the inner meaning of Islam. Sir, this
reminds me of one of the books, namely, " Historical Role of Islam" written by
Mr. M. N. Roy. He regretted that though the Hindus have lived with Muslims
for more than 1,300 years in this sub-continent, they have not realised the full
significance and the dynamic force of Islam. They have not realised the full
significance of the stern democracy of Islam, which is a panacea for all the
sufferings of humanity. They have learnt their idea of Islam from the Muslim
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drivers, coachmen who are in the lowest level of Muslim society and they
imbibed a bitter hatred of Islam and what is Islamic. I am sorry to remark
that in the discussion over this Resolution ther e have been fears expressed of
things that are coming in Pakistan. Sir, what is after all democracy and what
is embodied in this Resolution? Sir, the definition of democracy as given by
Prof. Halsbury runs as follows:

"Democracy i3 a f, rm of Government based "pon self-rule of the people and in
modern tim e : upon the free elected representative institutions an d an executive 'l~sponsible
to the people and a w 'y of life upon the Iundam e nt al assumption of life, upon the fundaraent-
al asumpt ion of equvlity of all individuals and their equal rights to life, liberty [im lud ing
jibar ty of thought and expression) and pursuit of hap pin ess , "

Sir, I respectfully ask my Honourable friends on the opposite side to study
the various clauses of this Resolution in the light of this definition. You will
find there all the elements are present in this Resolution-not only present but
solemnly guaranteed to the people of Pakistan. 1 do not know what more the
minority of Pakistan can expect from the Constitution of Pakistan? Sir, I think
all the remarks, all the observations, are due to the ignorance of the History
of Islam; its system of administration and its beneficial effect on human society,
Objection has been raised to the Preamble of this Resolution but I find almost
similar Preamble in some of the constitutions of the so-called modern secular
States such as Ireland, South Africa. I ask my friends to read Sections 6 and
44 of the constitution of Ireland. Section 1 of South Africa, Sectior-s 1,2 and 3
of Norway, Sweden, Denmark.

Prof. Raj Kumar Chakraverty (East Bengal : General): Sir, there IS

no quorum in the House.
(Mr. President announced that there is full quorum in the House.)
Mr. Nur Ahmed: Sir, this Resolution is a historic Resolution sponsored

by a historic man. What do we find in the world today? World has become
. torn into factions in spite of these so-called democratic constitutions.

1 r. 11[, We find that in all the modern States in the world, their constitutions
are based more or less on the same principles as are embodied in this Resolu-
tion. But, in the light of these constitutions, do the people enjoy their full
rights and liberty. I may cite two or three instances to the House. Do the
Negroes of U. S. A. enjoy equal rights with their white citizens? Are they not
allowed even to read in the universities? Are the Africans given the same
right as other citizens of South Africa? All sort of guarantee is given to every
citizen but in actual practice, differential treatment is being accorded. Here
in each and every word of the Resolution a solemn guarantee is given to everybody
in the name of God. Sir, a remark has been made that because the word 'Islam'
has been used in the paragraph?

"Whel'Oin tho principles of democracy, Ireodo m, equality, tolerance and social justice as
enunciated by I'sla:r: shall bo fully observed ."

they decline to support the Resolution because this word has made the
meaning vague. With all respect, I submit that the very' use of the word
, Islam' makes this principle as definite and secure as anything. I ask my
Honourable friends, opposite, do they not know that Islam spread from Arabia
to Turkey, Spain, Persia within the course of 30 years and is it not a fact that
a small nation like the Arab in the last stage 01 civilisation 'established a mighty
empire because on the principles of Islam they set up powerful Empires and
they were inspired by the principles of equality and fraternity. Today we
find that in spite of the so-called secular democracy, slogans of equality, frater-
nity and liberty, two great devastating wars have already devastated a greater
part of civilised world and a spectre of the third war is today looming large
on the horizon. The world has been divided into blocs, viz., Western Bloc and
Communist Bloc, There we find that the sa-called modern democracy not
ba~ed on moral sanctions has not proved an effective panacea for human amity,
univ ersa l brotherhood, universal and international peace and prosperity. Hence
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there has arisen an imperative need of a new formula for the constitution of a
Sta te. It is the most opportune moment that the Honourable Leader of the
House has come before the House with this Resolution which embodies the prin-
ciples of framing a constitution for Pakistan on moral basi". I think it will
give the world a lead and guidance and one day the war-weary world would
awaken from its sleep and find the dawn of a new era. It would help the
world an-i comity of nations to live in peace and to get away with all the idea
of h••tred and rivalry. Sir, with these words, I very strongly support the
Resolution.

The Assembly then adjourned, for Lunch, till Four of the Clock in the
Evening.

The Constituent Assembly re-assembled after Launch, at Four of the Clock
in the Evening. Mr. President (The Honourable Mr. Tamizuddin Khan) in the
Chair.

MOTION RE: AIMS AND OBjECTS-Goncld.
Dr. Mahmud Husain (East Bengal: Muslim): Mr. Preside' .•t, Sir, the

proposition has already been very fully discussed and for me it is neither neces-
sary nor desirable to take much time of the House. I shall confine myself,
therefore, to a few remarks about the main proposition before the House and
the amendments which have been moved. In my humble opinion-and I think
the future historian will agree with me-this Resolution marks the beginning of
a new chapter in the history of political thought. I wish to say just a few
words to elucidate this point. Among the main concepts which have deter-
mined modern political thought, there are two which He of particular impor-
tance for the present discussion, and these two are absolute sovereignty of the
State and the separation of morals and politics. These two ideas have particu-
larly influenced the thought, the policy and the practice of modern States,
and these are recognised, among other features, as special features of the
modern State system.

Now) so far as the idea of sovereignty is concerned it is nearly 400 years
old. It was in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries that it acquired a definite
shape. It was given a positive and concrete shape by the French political
philosopher) Jean Bodin. Since then, State has been regarded as the highest
order or the highest power. In other words) State is supposed to have exercised
sovereignty or majestas as Bodin called it. By this term "sovereign" were'
meant those Princes or the States whose decisions with regard to their affairs
and with regard to their subjects could not be appealed to in any higher
quarter or higher authority, that is Pope or Emperor. Since then there was a
sort of conflict of ideas-a conflict between the idea of the supremacy of the
Emperor and the Pope, on the one hand, and the supremacy of the State, on the
other. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the French Kings
stabilized their authority-when I speak of stabilization I mean not only
stabilization vis-a-vis the Barons-those over-mighty subjects-but also vis-a-vis
the Emperor and the Pope so far as temporal authority went. Bodin's
principle was nothing but a statement of fact: the things as they stood at the
time and the claims which were made by the French Kings uis-a-uis their own
Barons and the Emperor and the Pope. But then, although today by
" sover eignt y " we mean something absolute and something indivisible; the
father of this idea, oiz.; Jean Bodin, recognised the necessity pot merely
of a strong Central Power but he also recognised that about it there
was some such thing as divine law and that there was some such thing
as natural law. 'Natural law , is a very much abused and misunderstood term
but it served a useful purpose during the age during which it was propounded,
In later times, however, these qualifications with regard to divine laws and
natural laws) which were an essential part of the theory of sovereignty as
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advanced by Jean Bodin, were dropped and sovereignty came to be regarded
as something absolute and indivisible. Now it was this idea of sovereignty,
absolute and indivisible, which led during the last few centuries to what has
been termed "international anarchy". The anarchy that existed in the
[elations of States among themselves during all these centuries, and which
became particularly pronounced in our own times. This was the direct result
of the acceptance of the idea that a State was sovereign-absolutely sovereign-
and that there was no power that was about it.

The other idea which had influenced the policy and practice of SlAtes is, as
I have said before, the separation of morals and politics. Here it w·asan
Italian thinker of the sixteenth century-he lived in the later half of the fifteenth
and the earlier part of the sixteenth century-namely, Machiavelli, who was
responsible for introducing this idea in political thought. A State, according to
him, is not bound by oCrdinary laws of morality. A State has its own
morality; it is termed" the reason of State ". The poet of the East in his
own inimitable style has referred to this thinker:

" Aan Fl anr ans auriye batil parasl ...••. "
( That unscrupulous Florentino ...•. , )

He was an inhabitant of Florence.
" All Fl anr ans auiiye batil parast,

Surma·i Oil deed a-e mar dum shakist:
Mumlek at ra d een ou mabood s akht ,

Fikr ou mazmoom ra mahmud s akht .
BOJa t a bar p a ae ein maboo d zad,

N aqd-e H aq r a bar ay ar-e kood zad.

( Tlmt unscrupulous Florentino
Misled the people with his Ial se tilOuriu3 ;

His political doctriuos made a fetish uf tho stato ;
And his subtle reasoning gave evil tho appear mco uf virtue ;

In ordor to worship this idol,
He sacrificed truth for rnatorial g ain , } .

The teachings meant sacrifice of truth for the sake of interest of the State.
In other words, State reason became State morality. What" reason of the
State" demanded was good: whatever was in the interest of the State was
right. That was the philosophy which came into existence and which
influenced political thought and practice of subsequent generations.

Now it is this concept which the Resolution, which has been put before
this House, challenges and challenges in a direct manner. In my humble
opinion, the question is not one of establishing either an Islamic State or a
theocratic State, or challenging Europe or America, or this or that. The plain
question is whether we propose to bring back morality to that sphere from
which it had been banished, namely, the political sphere and whether we are
prepared to recognise certain limitations upon our political authority, or
whether we think that whatever we do is right and we are not bound by any
laws of morality or higher principles. This is really the plain question. In
fact, there can be no compromise between these two views. Those who dream
in terms of bringing back morality to politics think that man is not really
sovereign politically and that he is bound by certain limitations-limitations of
morality, for instance. Well then this is something very different from the
ide:'! of the ordinary type of democratic sovereign State and there is little
possibility of any compromise between the two ideas. But what I have not
been able to understand is the objection which has been raised against it on
religious grounds, r-arnely, that it is something which Mussalmans have
brought forward, and that it is something which members of other rcligions-
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followers of other religions-cannot possibly accept. Realty, I do not know of any
religion which does not accept these principles. Any religion worth the name
cannot help accepting these principles and, if that be so, then why object to it ?
As a matter of fact, nowhere in the Resolution any mention is made of Islam
as such, of Quran as such, or of Summa, except where it refers to the conduct of
Mussalmans themselves. The Preamble states certain principles and these
principles are of eternal value. These principles have been recoguis ed in
the past ~" all great religions and there should be no objectioi on the
ground that a certain section of the population of Pakistan cannot accept them.
The State of our dreams shall not be sovereign without any limits. It will
recognise limits: for. instance, it shall not be free to do evil, to commit
mischief, to indulge m fraud or deceit in its relations with other States or
in its relations with its Own people. These are the limitations which are
imposed by. c:od. and le~ me tell those who do not believe in God that
these are Iirnitations which should be recognised as moral limitations, and
as such should be acceptcbl- to all alike.

Thus I believe, Sir, that the acceptance of this broad principle which
has been enunciated in the Preamble and the Resolution is essential if
we are to change t he course of history, and if we are to make our contribu-
tion to political thought and practice. There is no mention in the Resolution
of establishing either a theocratic or even an Islamic State. All that is
intended by the wording of the Resolution is the establishment of a moral
State.

An objection has been raised, so far as the Preamble is concerned, to the
use of the word" State "-that the power is delegated to the State. Now here
the fears which have been expressed are not very real and if only we refer to
the meaning of the word " State" we shall find that it merely means the
people; a State is nothing but a people that is politically organized on a terri-
torial basis. The advantage in using the word State is that it is something
definite. It is a legal perso.1 whereas people is a merely sociological concept.
And, therefore, Sir, this is much preferable to the use of the word "people".
The idea that it might lead to the establishment of an autocracy or the estab-
lishment of an absolutist or dictator ial Government is quite baseless. Ii can
assure the Members of this House that if ever a dictatorship was establ shed
in Pakistan-let us hope that it never will-the dictator will not quote this
Resolution in support of his authority. He will have to have something
more concrete and more positive without which he would not be able to function
as a dictator. The words "through the people", the phrase which has
been used along with the word" State ", I think, is a sure guarantee that this
Stale will be based not upon the will of a single individual, autoci atic and
absolutist but upon the will of the people themselves which is the essence of
modern democracy.

The amendments which have been moved are many but I wish to refer
to a few of them ver y briefly. One word to which objection has been raised, one
word which has been suggested to be inserted, is "democratic". If by the word
" democracy" is meant the ordinary kind of democracy that is prevalent in the
West then surely it will be defeating the purpose of the Objectives Resolution
because it is not intended to esta blish an ordinary type of democracy. Ours
will be a democracy which will have all the good points of democracy in it
and all these have been mentioned in black and white-the principle of
equality, the principle of liberty, the principle of tolerance, the principle of
social justice-all these have been mentioned. The rights which individuals
enjoy in democracies, which is a desirable feature of democracies are also
mentioned in the Resolution in so many words. Sir, the word" democratic ",
therefore, is quite unnecessary. It will either mislead people or it will be
something which Will be meaningless in this context. There are certain
other amendments which are of a verbal nature and it might be possible to
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accept them. But, on the whole, really it is the Preamble which is the basis
of the Resolution and that part of the Resolution which says that 'Muslims
shall be enabled to evolve their lives in accord with the principles of Islam',
and so on. These are the two things which have been particularly and
vehemently opposed but I do not see any point why any section of the House
should ohject to the Mussalmans regulating their lives according to their scrip-
tures and according to the traditions of their Prophet.

Sir, I do not like, as I said in the beginning, to take much t:me of the
House but in the end I shall only say that this House has no doubt <f duty
to the minorities of Pakistan and the protection of the minorities has been
amply provided in the Resolution in several places and in several sections.
It also has a duty to the majority; it has a duty to itself; it has a duty to
the heroes who laid down their lives for the achievement of Pakistan; it has a
duty to the much-abused term" posterity" and to mankind in general. Let
us rise to the occasion and be the harbingers of a new era in the world in which
neither wealth shall he the criterion of political power, as it is in capitalistic
democracies, nor will man be reduced to the position of an animal, devoid
of all spiritual and moral values as it is elsewhere, bat where the good life will
be the idea) and the State will d~ all to realize it.

Begum Shaista Suhrawardy Ikramullah (East Bengal: Muslim} i Mr.
President, Sir, I did not intend to speak on this Objectives Resolution because
I felt that after the masterly interpretation and the lucid exposit-ion of the
Honourable Mover of the Resolution, there could be nothing that I could add
to it. Since then there has been much discussion on this Resolution and many
speakers have very ably further interpreted and explained the background and
intention of this Objectives Resolution. I have been forced to speak only for
one reason. I have got an impression, perhaps an erraneous one-that we
are rather too self-satisfied and complacent on our achievement. What exactly
have we achieved? I do not think that for a State where the majority of the
population is Muslim, it is such a tremendous achievement to have declared
that the sov ereignty of this universe belongs to Gcd alone and that in this
Stat;" Muslims will be enabled to order their lives in the individual and collec-
tive spheres in accord with the teachings and requirements of Islam as set out in
the Holy Quran and the Sunna". I do not think that mere declaration of it is
such a gnat achievement and justifies the orgy of praise we have heen giving to
ourselves: When we have translated this d eclaration into actual practice, we
would certainly deserve congratulations and praise; till then, let us be humble
about it, till then, I think, it would be more becoming if an attitude should be
one of self-searching and humility. There has been a tendency in some of our
speeches already to give ourselves cries of deliverers of mankind and saviours of
the world. There is no doubt that Islam as in its teachings 'is panacea for all
the iiis of the world.

One thousand and three hundred years ago, the world was plunged in
darkness and was on the precipice of a disaster as today and Is .•am rose from
the desert as a beacon of light and saved humanity. It can truly be said about
Islam

., Wuh d een jis ne a ad a ko ikhuian bana y a,
Wuhoosho b ah aim ko ins an b an ay a ;

Gad aryon ko a al am k n sultan b an ay a ,
Dnrindon ko ghamkhuiar e d aut an b an ay a, "

( The religion that turned enmity into fr ieud-hip,
Barbarity into culture;

Squ alor into splendour,
and savagery into benevolence.)
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Unfortunately, it is equally true about us, Mussalmans of today, that:
'<H'ar koi mast-e mae- zoq-e tan a as ani hai,

TUIll Muss alman ho ye ander-e mussalmani hai;
Il aid ari f aqr hai nai daul at-e Osmani hai ,

Tum ko isla! se kya ni sbat-e roohani hai;
Wuh ;:,amanay main mua;:,;:,a;:,th ay muss alm an hokar,

1UT tum khuiar 'way t arik-e Quran hok ar, "
(You are given to languor an I indolence;

Is it tho way a Muslim should live.
You have neither Alis contentment nor Usman's munificence,

In fact you have no spiritual affinity with your ancestors.
They were great as they honoured the Quran ,

You lie in dust as you have disgraced it. )

While we are still in this State, let us be humble. Let us not parade our
superiority till we have become superior. We have a great tradition, a
wonderful religion, but so far we have not been worthy exponents of that
religion.

We have accused the Opnosition of ignorance of Islam. W e have said
that their fear is based on ignorance. That is true, but if the lives of us
Mussalmans had even the remotest resemblance to the teachings of Islam,
they would not have remained ignorant. They had lived side by side with
us for hundreds of years. If we Mussalmans had been true Mussalmans in
any sense of the word, we would have been the greatest teachers of Islam to
them. I feel that in the declaration of this Objectives Resolution we have
undertaken a tremendous task of very great responsibility. I, for one at
least, am appalled at the task we have undertaken. I think it is only by
Grace of God that we can acquit ourselves of this tremendous responsibility.
I hope and pray that we prove ourselves worthy of this Resolution, worthy of
the martyrs tl.at spilled their blood to achi eve for us the State of Pakistan,
so that we could live according to the tenets of Islam.' With great regret
I say that it is eighteen months since Pakistan has been established, but with
great regret I say that there are no signs of the promises that were made to
the people of Pakistan being fulfilled. There has been no improvement
whatsoever in the conditions of their lives to justify the sacrifices they made
for the securing of the State. Instead of improvement there is a worsening
of conditions, corruption is rife, black-marketing rampant and misery stalks
the land.

This Objectives
given to the people.
and for ourselves.

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya (East Bengal: General): Mr. Presi-
dent, I thought, after my colleague, Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta, had spoken on
the two amendments on behalf of the Congress Party, I would not take any part
in this discussion. He appealed, he reasoned and made the Congress position
fully clear, but after I heard some of the speakers from the majority Party, viz ,
Muslim League Party, the manner in which they had interpreted th e Resolution,
it became incumbent on me to take part in this discussion.

I have heard Dr. Malik and appreciate his standpoint. He says that" we
got Pakistan for establishing a Muslim State, and the Muslims suffered for it and
therefore it was not desirable that anybody should speak against it ". I quite
agree with him. He said: " If we establish a Muslim State and even if we
become reactionaries, who are you to say anything against it? "That is a
standpoint which I understand, but here there is some difficulty. We also, on
this side fought for the independence of the country. We worked for the inde-
pendence of the entire country. When ourerstwhile masters, Br itishers, wei e

Resolution is but a redeeming of the pledge that was
I hope it will usher in a new era of peace for the worlp
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practically in the mood of going away, the country was divided-one part be-
came Pakistan and the other remained India. If in the Pakistan State there
would have been only Muslims, the question would have been different. But
there are some non-Mualims also in Pakistan. When they wanted a division,
there was no talk of an exchange of population. If there was an exchange of
population, there would have been an end of the matter, and Dr. Malik could
establish his Pakistan in his own way and frame constitution accordingly. It is
also true that the part of Pakistan in which Dr. Malik lives is denuded of non-
Mus lims, That is clear.

Dr. Omar Hayat Malik: On a point of order, Sir, I never said that. He
has understood me quite wrongly.

Mr. President: You may say something as a matter of personal explana-
tion if you like.

Dr. Omar Hayat Malik: I never said that Pakistan was denuded of non-
Muslims. My friend on the opposite has misunderstood me.

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya : I say the part in which Dr. Malik
lives is denuded of non-Muslims. I did not say that Dr. Malik had said that
Pakistan was denuded of non-Muslims. That is dear.

But we belong to East Bengal. One-fourth of the population is still non-
Muslim. Therefore, what constitution is to be framed, it is our duty, it is in
our interest to look to. We are not going to leave East Bengal. It is' our
homeland. It is not a land by our adoption. My forefathers, founder of my
family, came to East Bengal thousand years back on the invitation of the then
King of Bengal. I am 27th in decent from him. Therefore, East Bengal is my
land. I claim that East Bengal and Eastern Pakistan belongs to me as well as
to any Mussalrnan and it will be my duty to make Pakistan a great; prosperous
and powerful State so that it may get a proper place in the comity of nations
because I call myself a Pakistani. I wish that Pakistan must be a great State.
That will be covetable to Muslims as well as to non-Muslims who are living in
Eastern Bengal. A few people from East Bengal have left-may be five per
cent. and my calculation is not even that. Of course, there are other calcula-
tions too-somebody says -ten lakhs. vVe are living in East Bengal peace-
fully, in peace and amity with our Muslim neighbours as we had been living
from generations to generations. Therefore, I am anxious to see that its consi-
tution is framed in such a way which may suit the Muslims as well as the non-
1\1uslims. I have gone carefully through this Resolution and I have carefully
read made-to-order, nicely-worded statement of my esteemed friend,
Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan. But after reading the Resolution carefully and reading
the statement, even after hearing the speeches of my friends, both the
Doctors and others, I cannot change my opinion. I cannot persuade myself
to accept this Resolution and my instruction to my party would be to oppose
this Resolution.

Now, as for the first paragraph:
" \-Vherea s sovo r.ngnty oyer tho entire unive rsc bclo nas to Go.l Almighty alone and th e

a uthor.t y which He has do lcgntod to the State of Pakistan through its poo ple for l'e'ng
exercised within the limits prescribed by Him is a sacred trust."

This part of the Resolution, I think, ought to be deleted. All powers, in rr y
opinion, rest with the people and they exercise their power through the agency
of the State. State is merely their spokesman. The Resolution makes the
State th z sole authority received from God Almighty through the instrurnen-
tality of people-Nemittamatrona, "Mei'ely instruments of the State". People
have no power or authority, they are merely post boxes according to this
Resolntion. The State will exercise authority within the limits prescribed by
Him (God). What are those limits, who will interpret them? Dr. Qureshi or
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my respected Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani? In case of difference, who
will interpret? Surely they axe not the people. One day a Louis XIV may
come and say "I am the State, annointed by the Almighty" and thus paving
the way for advent Divine Right of Kings of afresh. Instead of State being
the voice of the people, it has been made an adjunct of religion. To me voice
of people is the. voice of God. "J atra jib(/, taira sliina " The people are the
manifestation of God.

In my conception of State where people of different religion live, there is
no place for religion in the State. Its position must be neutral: no bias for
any religion. If necessary, it should help all the religions equally. No question
of concession or tolerance to any religion. It smacks of inferiority complex.
The State must respect all religions: no smiling face for one and askance look
to the other. The State religion is a dangerous principle. Previous instances
are sufficent to warn us not to repeat the blunder. We know people were burnt
alive in the name of religion. Therefore, my conception is that the sovereignty
must rest with the people and not with anybody else.

Then about the Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan.
This Constituent Assembly was created by a Statute-Indian Independence
Act-alloting one member for ten lakhs of people to he elected by the members
of the Provincial Assemblies. The members were not elected by the people
themselves. They are for the pm-pose of framing a canol it utiori. They have
the legal right to do so but they cannot say that they arc the representatives of
the people. They are merel I' a Statutory Body.

Then I come to the fourth paragraph:
"'vVhcreill the principles of democracy, fr er-do m , equality, tol crnncc n nrl social just ico,

as enu ci n t ed l.y Isbill, shall be fully observcd ."

Of course, they are beautiful words: Democracy, f eedorn, equality, every-
thing. Now about this portion I had some discussion with some Muulanae from
the Punjab. What they told me must be from their religious be oks. I shall
repeat here. If I commit any blunder, I wish to be corrected.

In this connection you say "equal rights", but at the same time with
limitations as enunciated by Islam. Is there any equal right in an Islamic
country? Was there any An H onourable M ember : "There was in
Islamic countries." It was not between Muslims and non-
Muslims. We are now divided into Congress Party and Muslim League
Party here for framing constitution and suppose after framing of this constitu-
tion we face election, and parties are formed on different a lignmenr , there may
not be Congress, there may not be Muslim League, because the Congress has
fulfilled its mission of attaining independence and Muslim League has also got
Pakistan. 1 here may be parties of hr ves and have-nots-s-and they one bound
to be-and have-riots party may have a leader coming from non-Muslims. Will
he be allowed to be the head of the administration of a Muslim State? It is
not a fact that a non-Muslim cannot be head of the administration in a Muslim
State? I discussed this question and I was told that he could not be allowed
to be the head of the administration of a Muslim State. The" what is the use
of all this. The question is whether there can be Juma Namaz in a country
with a non-Muslim as its head, I am told that a country where a non-Muslim
is the Head of the administration-as was in India, the Britishers were the
head of the administration-according to the interpretations of Muslim rules,
and I do not know much of them-Musiims cannot say their Jurna Nam.az,
As an instance, I cite a case and I think, the Honourable President also knows
about it--in the District of Faridpur, Dudu Mea's party. They do not
say Juma Namaz, His grandson, Pir Badshah Mea, told me that
"in a country where the head is a non-Muslim, there cannot be
Jurna N arnaz ". Therefore, the words " equal rights as enunciated by
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Islam" are-I do not use any other' word-a camouflage. It is only a hoax to
us, the non-Muslims. There cannot be equal rights as enunciated by Islam.
If the State is formed without any mandate of the religion, anybody whether
Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Buddhist who can get votes can become its head,
as such there would be difficulty if we accept this Resolution as it is. It cuts
?-t. the root of equal rights. I read out a portion of a book-it is not my book,
It IS not a Congress book, it is a Jamait-i-Islam publication from Lahore and it
was handed over to me. I read a few lines from this book-Page 30 :

"The I··receding statement makes it quite clear that Islam is not d crrrscr acy ; for
der.nocracy is the name given to that par t ic.ular form of Government in which soveretgnty
ultimately rests with the pcoile, in which legislation depends both in its form and content
on the force and direction of public opinion and laws are modified and altered, to cor r es-
pord to changes in tha \ op ini on, If a particular legislation is desired by the mass of
people steps have to be taken to place it on the Statute Book if the people dislike any law
and demand its removal, it is forthwith expunged and ceases to have any validity. There is
no such thing in Islam wh icl, therefore, cannot be called democracy in this sense of the
term."

My friend, the Honourable Sardar Abdur Rab Nishtar, the other day said,
, What is in the name'? I also say, what is in the name? Name may be given
to mislead people but it will smell theocracy.

The Honourable Sardar Abdur Rab Khan Nishtar (West Punjab:
Muslim): Do you know what treatment was meted out to this man by the
Government? He is in jail.

Mr. Sds Chandra Chattopadhyaya: That is a different matter. Further
he goes on :

" A more apt name for ii, woul.I be the King dorn of God which is described in English
as ' thuocr acy '."

I do not know much of your theocracy or Sunna. But he told me many
thingsabou t Islam.

And then you will also find this:
" No law can be changed unless the injunc t ion is to be found ill God's sh ar i at. Laws

are chan ~e I by the couccnsus of o rin ion amongst the Muslims. "

So, if any law is to be changed, it is to be changed by the vote of the
Muslim» only. Where are we then? We are not Muslims. There

5 P.M. . dare, I find, many safeguards in the Resolution, I 0 not attach
much importance to them. Words are there but there is no law which will
allow them to be "put into practice. That is the limitation. If the non-
Muslims cannot vote, then what is the good of our coming here for framing
the constitution? Even if we have the right to vote for a legislation but if
some non-Muslim wants to be the President of the State, he will not be able
to do so. If we want to elect somebody who is a non-Muslim, he cannot be
elected by us to be a rncmber of the legislature. We may vote, but we can
vote for Mr. Nish tar only and not for Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya, who
is a non-Muslim. I know you can pass this Resolution because you are in the
majority and I know the tyranny or the majority. But we cannot be a con-
senting party to it; we must oppose it in order to safeguard our interests
and not to commit suicide by accepting this Resolution. If that is so, what is the
position of non-Muslims in a Muslim State? They will play the part of the
second fiddle-the drawers of water and hewers of wood. Can you expect any
self-respecting man will accept that position and remain contented? If the
present Resolution is adopted, the non-Muslims will be reduced to that condi-
tion excepting what they may get out of concession or pity from their superior
neighbours. Is it equality of rights? Is it wrong if we say that the non-
Muslims will be in the position of Plebeians? There may not be patricians
and plebeians in the Muslim community, but the question is between the
Muslims and non-Muslims.
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That much about this Resolution. Now, Dr. Qureshi has attributed

fear complex to the non-Muslims and has found a new dictum of behaviour
for the minority. He has given a warning to the non-Muslims and has
asked them to discard fear and behave well. What does our conduct show?
We are not afraid of anybody. We, the Congress people, were not afraid
of anybody or any power. We are still living in Eastern Pakistan and we
are not running away. We are telling our brothers not to leave Eastern
Pakistan and not to give up one inch of land. The position in the Western
Pakistan is different. There the non-Muslims have left. But we are deter-
mined to stay on. As for behaviour, it depends upon the majority commu-
nity by their behaviour to get the co.ifidence of the minority people. The
minority people cannot create by their conduct confidence in the majority.
The mz jority people should behave in such a way that the minority people
may not be afraid of them and may not suspect them .....

Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi: On a point of personal explanat ion,
Sir, I never said or implied in my speech that my friends on the opposite
side were suffering from the fear of the seen. Unfortunately, they have been
suffering from the fear of the unknown and my point was that the Obj~c-
tives Resolution does not embody any principle which might make them afraid.
I know that my friends are very brave and they would certainly not run away
and I also know, ...

Mr. President: This much will do for your explanation.

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: It goes without saying that by
introducing the religious question, the differences between the majority and
the minority are being perpetuated, for how long, nobody knows. And, as
apprehended by 11S, the difficulty of interpretation has already arisen. The
accepted principle is that the majority, by their fair treatment, must create
confidence in the minority. Whereas the Honourable Mover of the Resolu-
tion promises respect, in place of charity or sufferance for the minority
community, the Deputy Minister, Dr. Qureshi, advises the minority to
win the good-will of the majority by their behaviour. In the House of the
Legislature also we find that, while the Prime Minister keeps perfectly to
his dictum, others cannot brook that the Opposition should function in
the spirit of opposition. The demand is that the Opposition should remain
submissive, That is Dr. Qureshi's way of thinking. The minorities must
be grateful for all the benevolence they get and must never complain for
the malevolence that may also be dealt out to them. That is his solution
of the minority problem.

Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi: Sir, I again rise on a point of personal
explanation. I never said that. My words are being twisted. What I said
was this that the best guarantee of a minority's :ights is the good-will of the
majority and those words cannot be twisted into the way my friend has been
twisting them.

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: My esteemed friend, Mr. Nishtar,
speaks that th cre is difference of outlook between the two parties. It is true
that before the division of India into two States, India and Pakistan, we
opposed the division on the ground that the people of India consisted of one
nation, and the Muslim League supported the division on two-nation theory,
the Muslims and the non-M usli ms. There was this funda mental difference in
our outlook and in our angle of vision. India was divided without the division
of the population. So, in both the States there are Muslims and non-Muslims-s-
no exchange of population and even no exchange of population under
contemplation, We, the non-Muslims of Pakistan, have decided to
remain in Pakistan, as the loya 1 citizens of Pakistan. Of course, some
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non-Muslims from East Bengal and practically the majority of non-Muslims
from West Pakistan left the place. We call ourselves the nationals of
Pakistan and style ourselves as Pakistanis. But this Resolution cuts at the root
of it and Mr. Nishtar's speech makes it clear. We, the Congress people, still
stick to our one-nation theory and we believe that the people of Pakistan,
Muslims and non-Muslims, consist of one nation and they are all Pakistanis.
N ow, if it is said that the population of Pakistan consists of two nations, the
Muslims who form the majority party and the non-Muslims who form the
minority party, how are they to be described? Nowhere in the world _l~~ionality
is divided on the score of religion.

Even in Muslim countries there are people of different religions. They do
not cali themselves a majority or minority party. They call themselves as
members of one nation, though professing different religions. If the Muslims
call themselves Pakistanis, will the non-Muslims call themselves non-Pakistanis ?
What will they call themselves?

Some Honourable Members: Pakistanis.

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: Will they both call themselves
Pakistanis? Then how will the people know who is Muslim and who IS non-
Muslim? I say, give up this division of the people into Muslims and non-
Muslims and let us call ourselves one nation. Let us call ourselves one
people of Pakistan.' Otherwise, if you call me non-Muslim and call yourselves
Muslim the difficulty will be if I call myself Pakistani they will say you
are a Muslim. That happened when I had been to Europe. I went
there as a delegate of Pakistan. When I said "I am a delegate of
Pakistan" they thought I was a Muslim. They said "But you are
a Muslim". I said, "No, I am a Hindu". A Hindu cannot remain in
Pakistan, that was their attitude. They said: "You cannot call yourself a
Pakistani". Then I explained everything and told them that there are Hindus
and as well as Muslims and that we are all Pakistanis. That is the position.
Therefore, what am I to call myself? I want an answer to that. I want a
decision on this point from my esteemed friend, Mr. Liaquar Ali Khan.

I request my Honourable friend, Mr. Nishtar, to forget this outlook,
this angle of vision. Let us form ourselves as members of one nation. Let us
eliminate the complexes of majority and minority. Let us treat citizens of
Pakistan members of one family and frame such a constitution as may not break
this tie so that all communities may stand shoulder to shoulder on equal
footing in time of need and danger. I do not consider myself as a member
of the minority community. I consider myself as one of seven crores of
Pakistanis. Let me have to retain that privilege.

I have stated about this Resolution. Now what will be the result of this
Resolution? I sadly remind myself of the great words of the Quaid-i-Azam
that in state affairs the Hindu will cease to be a Hindu; the Muslim shall
cease to be a Muslim. But alas, so Soon after his demise what you do is tha t
you virtually declare a State religion! You are determined to create a Herren-
nolle. I t was perhaps bound to be so, when unlike the Quaid-i-Azam-with whom
I was privileged to be associated for a great many years.in the Indian National
Congress-you felt your. incapacity to separate politics from religion, which
the modern world so universally does. You could not get over the old world
way of thinking. What I hear in this Resolution is not the voice of the zreat
creator of Pakistan-the Qjiaid-i-Azam (may his soul rest in peace), nor °eveR
that of the Prime Minister of Pakistan, the Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan
but of the Ulemas of the land. '

When I came back to my part of the country after several months absence
in Europe, the thing that I saw there depressed me. A great change for the
worse has come over the land. I noticed that change this side also.
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I told His Excellency Khwaja Naz imuddin of it. I told the
Honourable Mr. Liaquat AI; Khan about it and now that spirit of reaction
has overwhelmed this House also. This Resolution in its present form c p it o-
rnises th It spirit of reaction. That spirit will not remain confined to the pre-
cincts of thi s House. It will send its wav's to the country-side a') well. I am
quite upset. I have been passing slee ples- nights pondering what shall I now
tell mv.rv-oplc whom I have so long been advising to stick to the land of their
birt!:? They are passing a state of uncertainty which is better seen and felt
than imagined from this House. The officers have opted out, the influential
people have left, the econrmic conditions are appalling, starvation is widespread,
women are going naked, people are sinking without trade, without occupation.
The ad minisi ation is ruthlessly reactionary, a steam-roller has been set in motion
against the culture, language and script or the people. And on the top of this
all, by this Resolution you condemn them to a perpetual state of inferiority.
A thick curtain is drawn against all rays of hope, all prospects of an honourable
life.

After this what advice shall I tender? What heart can I have to persuade
the people to maintain a stout heart? But I feel it is useless bewailing before
you, it is useless reasoning with you. You show yourselves incapable of humi-
lity that either victory or religion ought to generate. You then go your way,
I have best wishes for you. I am an old man not very far from my eternal rest.
Personally I am capable of forgetting all injuries. I bear you no ill will. I
wish you saw reason. Even as it is, may no evil come your way. Ma y you
prosper, may the newly-born State of Pakistan be great and get its proper
place in the comity of nations. (Applause.)

The Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan (East Bengal: Muslim): I have
listened to the speech of my Honourable friend, the Leader of the Congress
Party, with great care. I assure him that whatever I say will be with full
sense of responsibility and in all sincerity.

I <10 not propose, Sir, to take the time of the House by traversing the
sarn e ground which has been covered by so many speakers before me. There
were certain amendments that were moved by the members on the other
side to this Resolution which has been under discussion, and some
of my colleagues on this side, I thought, had succeeded in removing all
the doubts that were raised in the form of those amendments. But, Mr. President,
you cannot convince a man who refuses to be convinced and, therefore, Sir,
I would not waste the time of this House in trying to explain once again the
implications of this Resolution and the futility of the amendments which have
been proposed from the other side.

Sir, my Honourable friend, the Leader of the Congress Party, had a visit
from some Ulemas. He did not tell us whether it was that they had come in
search of knowledge to him or wh ether he had gone in search of knowledge to
them. But I presume that this visit was paid by certain Ulemas according to him
from Lahore on their own initiative and they left certain literature with him,
which seems to have upset my Honourable friend, who is very seldom upset. I
can quite understand why this visit and why this handing over of this literature
was done. There are some people here who are out to disrupt and destroy
Pakistan and these so-called Ulemas who have come to you, they have come
with that particular mission of creating doubts in your mind regarding the bona

fides of the Mussalmans of Pakistan. Do not for God's sake lend your ear to
such mischievous propaganda. I want to say and give a warning to this ele-
ment which is out to disrupt Pakistan that we shall not brook it any longer.
They have misrepresented the whole ideology of Islam to you. They are in
fact enemies of Islam while posing as friends and supporters of Islam.
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Sir, my Honourable friend said that according to these people, the Muslims
will not offer their Juma Prayers if there was a non-Muslim as the head of the
State. Well, Sir, till yesterday-when I say yesterday I am only talking figura-
tively=-we had non-Muslim rulers here. Were not the Muslims offering prayers?
Were they not offering Juma PI ayers? Car. you say they have never offered
Juma Prayers in this country? How can, then, anybody come to you and how
easily you get taken in by a statement of this kind?

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya : They did not tell - T men-
tioned Dudu Mea's party whose grandson is Pir Badshah Mea.

The Honourable Mr. Liaquat AU Khan: Supposing the. e are some
maniacs in this country or amongst the Mussalmans, are you going to
be guided by what they say or are you going to be guided by what a
vast majority of Mussalmans believe in? If my friend wants that we
should succeed in persuading every Mussalrnan in Pakistan to think in
the same way on every matter. Well that is a task which is not possible
for any organization or leader or any people to do.

Sir, my Honourable friend said that you have talked of equality and j]'
again he has been misled by these so-called Ulemas because acco.xling to these K
people there can be no equality. I am really surprised that a man of hi~.H
ripe experience should really be taken in 50 easily and should put all \~i
his belief in what these two people have told him and not believe Ii
in 'what we and mcn like Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani have been
telling him about Islam. Sir, as I said when you have made up your
mind it is very difficult to try and convince you.

/f
,;:\ Sir, my friend said that these people told him tha; in an Islamic "
State-that means a State which is established in accordance with this I'
Resol ution-no non-Muslim can be the head of the administration. This
is absolutely wrong. A non-Muslim can be the head of ad.ninistration _.i-
under a constitutional government with limited authority that is given .
under the constitution to '.1 person or an institution in that particular \
State. So here again these people have indeed misled him. !

Sir, my Honourable friend's last peroration I very much regret. But
for the fact that I have great regard for him and a belief that whatever
he says is out of sincerity I would have said it was a most mischievous statement
to have been made by any responsible citizen of Pakistan. He has interpreted
the Resolution in a most undesirable manner. He bas by his remarks told the 110n-
Muslim, here that if this Resolution is passed there is no place for them in Pa kis-
tan. This, Sir, as 1 said is not the type of statement that one would expect
from one who professes to be" true and real Pakistani. Sir, let me tell my
Honourable friend that the greatest g uarant ce that the non-Muslims can have,
they will get only through this Resolution and through no othcr manner and
therefore I would request him not to be misled by interested persons and
do not think for a moment that this Resolution is really intended, Or will really
result, in driving out the non-Muslims from Pakistan or reducing them
to the position of-,a5,he dcscribed-c-h ewers of wood and dr awc.s of water. In
real Islamic society let me tell you, Mr. President, there arc no classes of hewers
of wood and drawers of water. The humblest can rise to the highest position.
Of course, I can quite understand his believing it because my friend has been
brought lip in a society wh erc there are condemned people who are born as hewer s
of wood and drawers of water and remain as such. But let me tell him that
there is no such thing in Islamic society or in Islam. When we say social
justice we mean social justice. And when we say democracy-as a matter of
fact he propounded some other theory that he had learned from the so-called
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Ulemas that there is no such thing as democracy in Islam-we mean democracy
in the real sense and nothing else. I think, Sir, even the bitterest opponents
of Islam have never made such an astounding statement. As a matter offact it
has been recognized by non-Muslims throughout the world that Islam is the only
society where there is real democracy.

Sir, there was another astounding statement that he made and for this
staterrv+ ' he did not get his inspiration from the Ulemas from Lahore, but I
do net know from where he got it. He said, " Your Resolution is a mis-statement
of facts, because you say here that this Constituent Assembly representing the
people of Pakistan resolves: This Consti tuent Assembly does not represent the
people of Pakistan". Then, Sir, whom does this Constituent Assembly repre-
sent? If it does not represent the people of Pakistan, then why are my friends
wasting their time here and sitting in this Constituent Assembly? Then what
are we talking about? Either this Constituent Assembly represents the people
of Pakistan or it does not? If it does not represent the people of Pakistan, then
this Constituent Assembly has no right to frame any constitution for the people
of Pakistan. I~ that what he expects me to accept ? Sir, I do not know why
he made that statement because he did not tell us what Were his reasons for
making such a statement.

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya . I gave them.

The Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan: He said he gave those reasons.
They may be in his mind, but they were never uttered.

Sir, my Honourable friend said that Muslim League has fulfilled its mission
because it has achieved Pakistan. I submit, Mr. President, that the Muslim
League has only fulfilled half of its mission. The other half of its mission is to
convert Pakistan into a laboratory where we could experiment upon the
principles of Islam to enable us to make a contribution to the peace and pro-
gress of mankind. Therefore he is not right when he says that the Muslim
League has completed its mission.

Sir, my Honourable friend said: "Are the Pakistani nationals only Hindu
or Muslims?" I say we are both. There are Hindus and Muslims in Pakistan
and everyone of us is a national of Pakistan. I do not see any contradiction in
this statement. You can be a national of a State, with equal rights, equal pri-
vileges and equal responsibilities and yet remain Muslims and Hindus. I really
do not see, Mr. President, what is the difficulty about that. My Honourable
friend said that when he went to England and Europe last year, they would not
believe that there was any non-Muslim in Pakistan and they all took him to be
a Muslim. It is not the fault of Pakistan, Mr. President; it is the fault of the
Honourable Member's erstwhile friends and co-workers! The propaganda
that they have been carrying on throughout the world against Pakistan with
regard to this very particular matter is responsible for this misunderstanding,
not that the Muslims have ever said that there are no non-Muslims in Pakistan
or that we do not want that there should be no non-Muslims in Pakistan. As a
matter of fact, let me tell you, Mr. President, what we have provided here for
minorit ies I only wish that the sister Dominion of India had provided similar
concessions and similar safeguards for the minorities in India. Here, we are
guaranteeing you your religious freedom, advancement of your culture, sanctity
of your personal laws and equal opportunities, equality in the eye of law.
What have they done on the other side? No question of culture. As a matter
of fact, the personal law of Muslims is not to he recogriised in India. That is
the position. Does my friend really want me to create a state in Pakistan like
what his erstwhile friends are doing in India? Does he really want me
to create a State like that? I shall not, Mr. President. I want
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a State wher e every community will be free to live its own life and not be
forced to act as the majority wants it to act.

Sir, my Honourable friend said towards the end of his speech which I call-
I think he will pardon me, I am not used to using strong language, but I think
on this occasion I must say-a mischievous portion of his speech. He said
that in Beng-al it is communal rule. The position of non-Muslims is pitiable.
Who is responsible for this communal rule, may 1 ask him? Did we turn out
the non-Muslim Officers from our administration? Was it not due to LIlt fact
that it was a part of the plan to destroy Pakistan administratively and all the
non-Muslims were made to opt for India and not serve Pakistan? Is it my
fault today if there are no non-Muslims in the administration of Pakistan? My
friend knows what was the position in Bengal and, therefore, I think that it was
not really right for him to have made this a grievance against the Pakistan
Government or the Muslims of Pakistan. I hope, in due course of time, there
will be non-Muslims in the services of Pakistan, because we are leaving the
doors open for everyone, Muslim or non-Muslim, to enter Pakistan services.

Mr. President, my friend said that he was going to oppose this Resolution.
After listening to his speech it is clear that he had made up his mind from the
very beginning to oppose this Resolution, not because he has reason on his side,
but because he has suspicion in his heart. Now it is up to us to try by our
action and to show by framing our constitution in such a way that whatever
suspicions, whatever misgivings he has got, they may be removed.

Sir, my Honourable friend, Mr. B. C. Mandai, told me that the posterity
will curse me for bringing forward this Resolution. Let me tell my friend, if
we succeed in building Pakistan on the basis of this Resolution, we shall be able
to create conditions that the posterity instead of cursing me, will bless me. But
I assure you, as the world is moving today, there will be no posterity to curse
or bless. ,\jr. President, the fundamental difference in oUI outlook and the outlook
of other countries and those who are opposing us is that: We feel that what the
world today needs is not pure and simple materialism, but what the world needs is
spiritual and moral values. I'll all these so-called advanced countries, all human
intelligence, all human knowledge is being used todav for the purpose of destroy-
ing humanity. My Honourable friends know it very well. All these big nations,
what are they doing today? They are inventing and making weapons mightier
and mightier; weapons of greater and greater destruction. We feel that we
will not be making any contribution towards the peace and security of the world
if We just framed our constitution on the basis of the ot he: constitutions of
the world. Your constitution will either be of one type or the other type.
You will either help this combination of nations to destroy each other or that
combination of nations to destroy each other and thereby destroying the whole
humanity. What we are ti ying to do and what w : believe in is that we
must at least try and see if we cannot put something before the world which
might mean its salvation. I know-it is a very big ambition-that it is what
some people might think and say: "Well! You are too presumptuous. "
But at the same time, Mr. President, Pakistan is a very big nation also
and, therefore, a big nation must have big ambitions and I feel that if we
honestly ana sincerely work for the advancement and building up of Pakistan in
accordance with the principles of this Resolution, I think we will succeed. Sir,
in the words of that great poet:

It is better to h"ve loved and lost tha-i never to have loved at all.

I would say:
It is better to have tried and failed than never to have tried at all ,

Sir, I would just once again tell my friends on the other side that whether
you believe us or whether you do not believe us; whether you desire it of
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whether you do not desire it, as long as you are citizens of Pakistan, we are
determined to do the right thing by you for the simple r-eason tha t our religion
tells us to do so, for the simple reason that we are trying to build up this State
on morality and on higher values of life than what materialism can
provide. Sir, as I stated in the beginning, I will not waste the time of the
House by going through the same arguments with regard to these amendments.
I k,·-- r nd let me tell my friend, the Leader of the Congress Party, 1 fully
appreciate his feelings. I know how he feels. But at the same time I would
appeal to him to trust us, give us a chance to show that what we are preaching,
we are determined to practise. Mr. President, Pakistan is a great country. It
is one ot the wealthiest countries-I know some of my friends may be thinking
why I am saying that-because the grea test wealth of a country is its people
and we have a wonderful people, we have a. wonderful nation. Given an
opportunity, given proper enviroornents, I have not the least doubt in my mind
that a day will come when people will be grateful, humanity will be grateful,
to you and us Io.: producing something Which will bring peace and prosperity to
mankind and which will save it from self-destruction. (Loud and prolonged
cheers. )

Mr. President: First I shall put the amendments. The question is :

"That the paragraph beginning with th e wo r ds ' Whereas, sovere~gnty ,?yer the entire
universe .... ' and ei di ng with th e words' .... IS a sacred trust be omitted,

The House then divided.

Mr. Prem Har i Barma

Prof', Raj Kumar Chakrav ert y

Mr. Sr is Ch'\'lrlrn, Cha tt.o pa dhv av«

Mr. Akshay Kum II Da ss

Mr. Bh upendra Kum ir Datta

Mr. A. \If. A. Ha.mid

Maulana Mohd. Abd.ullah-el Ba qui

Mr. Abul Kasem Khan

Maulana. Mohd , Akram Khan

The Hon'ble Mr. Fa zl ur Rahman

Prof. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi

The Hon'ble Mr. Liaquat Ali Kh,,,

Dr. Mahmud Husain

Mr. Nur Ahmed

Mr. Ser ajul Islam

Maulana Sha bbir Ahmad Osrn au i

AYES-IO

Mr. Jnanendra Chandra Muj umd.cr

Mr, Birat Chandra Ma nd.rl

\1r. Bl.abesh Chx ndr.i Nandy

Mr. Dha n anj ov Roy

Mr. Harendra Kuma-r Sur

"XOES-21

The Hon'ble Khwaja Shahabudclin

Begum Shaista Suh ra w arrl y Ikramullah

Mr. Naz ir Ahmad Khan

Sheikh Karamat Ali

Dr. Om ar Hayat Mal ik

Begum Jaha!! Ara Shah Nawaz

The Hon'ble Sir Muh d. Zafrulla Khan

The Hon'ble Sarda r Abdur Rab Khan
Nisht ar

Khan Sar d ar Bahadur Kh an

The Huu'ble Pirz ada Abdus Sattar Abdur
Rahman

The motion was negatived.
Mr. President: The question is :
"That in the par agr aph beginning with the words '\¥hereas sovereignty over

the entire univ e r se ', for the words' State of Pak ist.an through its people'
the words 'people of Pakistan ' be substi tut ed ."

The motion was negatived.
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Mr. President: The question is :
"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Whereas sovereignty over

the entr e univ e rre ', th e word- 'within the limits prescribed by Him' be
omitted."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President; The question is :
" That in the paragraph beginning with the words' This Constituent A~"",•••:'.'· ....••

after the word' independent' the word 'democratic' be inserted."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is :
" That after the paragraph beginning with the words 'This Constituent Assemhly

...... ', the following new par agr aphs be inserted :-

, Wherein the National Sovereignty belongs to the j eor le • fPakistan;
Wherein the principle of the State is Government of the people, for me

peo. Ie, a vd by the people'."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is :
"That for the paragraph beginning with the words ""'herein the State shall

exercise ', the following paragraph be substituted :-
'Wherein the elected representatives of the p eo p le-c-in whom shall be c ent.r ed

and to whom shall belong legislative as well a; executive authority-shall exer c se
the I' powel's through such persons as are by law auth. r ised to "0 so. The el ect ed
representatives shall control acts of Gov er nment and may at any t ime divest it of
all authority'."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is :
'That in the paragraph beginning with the- words '\\I.epin the rrinciples of

democracy ', the wo r ds ' as enunciated bv Islam' I e cmitted."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is
" That in the paragraph beginning with the w..r ds ' Wherein the principles of demo-

cracy ', after the words' as enunciated by Islam' the words' and as based up on
eternal principles ',be inserted."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is
"That in the paragraph beginning with the words' Wher eint lie principles of democracy

.•.... '. after the words 'as enunciated ~.y Islam' the words 'a:1d oth-ir religions' be
inserted.' ,

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is
6 P.M.
" That in the paragraph beginni: .•g with the words" Wherein the principles of demo-

cracy '. after the words' as enunciated by Islam' the words' lut not inconsistent with
the Charter of the Fund ament.al Human Rights of the Uuit ed Nations Organisation' be
inserted."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is :
"That in the paragraph beginning with the words' Wtlerein the Muslims shall be ',

for th.e words 'Muslims shall' the words 'Muslims and non-Muslims shall equally' be
substituted." .

The motion was negatived.
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Mr. President: The question is :
"That in the paragraph beg inning with the words '\\'herein the Muslims sha'l be

•..... ', for r.he word.. ' T slam as set out in the Holy Quran and ihe Sunna ' the words
, the ir respective r el igiorrs ' be substituted ."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President; The question IS

" ." ~, ;" the paragr .•ph be (inning with th > word, • Who"ein the Muslims shall be
........ after the words' Holy (2,.uran and the Sunn a ' the following be added;-

'in perfect accord with non- Muslims residing in the State and in comj-l et o t01eration
of their cultur-e and social a-id religious custom, '."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is
"That for the paragr aph boginning with the words 'Wherein adequate provisionl

shall be made for the m iuor t ies ", th i following p ar agr aph be substituted;-
, "\'herein shall he secured tn the miior it ies the freedom to profess and practise their

religions and develop thei r cultures and adequate provision shall be made for it '. "

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is
,. That ill the paragi aph beginning with the words 'Wherein shall be guaranteed
" after the word' guaranteed' the words' and secur ed to all the people of Pa istan,

be inserted '."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is :
" That in the paragraph beginning with the w or ds 'Wherein adequate provision shall

be made to safeguard.. " for the words' and depressed classes' the words' classes and
~'chec'uled Castes' be ,ubstituled."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. President: The question is
" That in the paragraph beginning with the wo r d s ' Wherein adequate provision shall

be made to safeguard ..... .", between the words 'bac k \.\ar d ' and 'depressed classes' the
words' and labouring' be inserted."

The motion was negatived.
-....J Mr. President: That finishes all the amendments. I now put the mam

Resolution. The question is that the following Resolution be adopted:
" In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful;

Whereas sovereignty over the entire univer s e belongs to God Almighty alone and the
authority which I c has delegated to the State of Pak ist an "'iIirOugh its) eopl e for being
excr is cd with in the limits pr escr ibed by Him is a sacred trust;

This Constituent Assembly rerr esent ing the people of Pak ist an rcsolves to frame a
constitution for the sov e r eiun independent St at e of Pakistan;

Wherein the State shall exercise its povers and authority through the chosen r epresenta-
t ive s of the p eo..l e ;

Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, t··lerance and social justice as
enunciated by Islam shall be fully observed;

Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to order their lives in the individual and collec-
tive spheres in accord with the teachings ,.nd requirem en t s of Islam as set out in the Holy
Quran and the SU7ma ;

Wb er ein adequate provision shall be made for the m inor it ies freely to profess and
practise their religions and d evelo i their cultures; ..

Whereby the terr itor ies now include'] in or in accession with Pakistan and such other
territories as may hereafter b- included in or accede to Pakistan shall form a Federation
wherein the units will be auto 'omous with such boundaries and limitations on their powers
and authority as may be prescribed;

Wherein shall be gu ar ante ed fundamental rights i-iclud ing equality of status, of oppor-
tunity and before law, social, economic and political justice, ani freedom of thought, expres-
sion, belief. faith, worshi» and as sociation, subject to law and public moralIty;
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Wherein adequate provision shall be made to safeguard the legitimate interests of
minorilie~ and backwaru and depressed classes;

Wherein the independence of the Judiciary shall be fully secured;
Whert'in the integrity of the territories of the Federation, itse independence and all its

rights 'including its sovereign rights on land, Rea and air's hall be safeguarded;
So th .•.t tn e people of Pakistan may prosper and attain their rightful and honoured place

amongst the nauons 01 the Worid and make their full contribution towards Internariou at
peace and progress and happiness of humanity."

The motion was adopted.

MOTION RE: APPOINTMENT OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES
COMMITTEE

The Honourable Mr. Liaquat AU Khan (East Bengal: Muslim) : Sir, with
your permission, I would like to move my motion in a little amended form. In
other words, 1 wish to move it by adding two more names amongst the
Members of the Committee that is proposed to be appointed. Have 1 your
permission to move the motion in that amended form?

Mr. President: Yes.
The Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan: Sir, I beg to move :

" Tnat this Assembly resolves that a Committee consisting of the President and the
following members, nameJy-

1. The Honourable Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan,
2. The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Mohammed,
3. The Honourable Sardar Abdur Rab Khan Nishtar,
4. Tho Honour ablo Khwaja Shahabuddin ,
5. The Honourable Pi rzada Abdus Satt ar ,
6. The Honourable Mr. Fazlur Rahman,
7. The Honourable Mr. Jogendra Nath Maad al,
8. Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani ,
9. Dr. Omar Hayat Malik,

10. Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi,
n. Mr. Kamini Kumar Datta,
Lz, Begum Jahan Ara Shah Nawaz,
13. Malik Mohammad Firoz Khan Noon,
14. Mr .. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya,
15. Mian Mumtaz Mohammad Khan Daultana,
16. Maulana Mohammad Akram Khan,
17. Mian Mohammad Ifrik haruddin,
18. Khan Sardar Bahadur Khan,
19. Dr. Ma hmud Husain,
20. Begum Shaista Suhrawardy Ikramullah,
21. Mr. Prem Hari Barma,
22. Chaudhury Nazir Al.mad Khan,
23. Sheikh Karamat Ali, and
24. Tho Mover,

be appointed, with powers to co-opt not more than ten Members who need not be Mem-
bers of the Constituent Assembly, to report, as early as possible, 'in accordance with the
motion adopted by this Assembly on Aims and Objects, on tho main priuciples on which
the Constitution of Pakistan is to be framed.

T~e presence of at least seven Members shall be necessary to constitute a meeting of tl it
Committee. "

Sir, I do not think it is necessary for me to make any speech on this motion
as the purpose is quite clear.
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Mr. PresIdent: The question is :
"That this Assembly resolves that a Committee consisting of the President and tho

following members, namely-
I. Tne Honourable S)w Muhammad ZafruHa Khan,
2. The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Mohammed,
a. The Honourable Sar d ar Abdul' Rab Khan Nishtar,
4. The Hnnourab le Khwaja Shahabuddiu,
5. The Honourable Pirzada Abdus Sattar,
~. The Honourable Mr. Faz lu r Rahman,
7. The Honourable Mr. Jogendra Natb Mandai,
!;. Maulana Sha bbir Ahmad Osmarri,
!I. Dr. Om ar H aya t Malik,

10. Dr. Isht iaq Husain Qureshi,
11. Mr. Kamini Kumar Datta,

12. Bcgu m Jahan Ara Shah Nawaz,
13. Malik Mohammad Firoz Khan Noon,
U. Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya,
Iii. Mian Mumt az Mohammad Khan Daultana,
l(j. Maulana Mohammad Akram Khan,
17. Mia" Mohammad 'Ift ik h ar udd in ,
18. Khan Sardar Bah a dur Khan,
IV. Dr. Mahmud Husa in ,

:W. Begum Su ai st a Suhrawardy Ikramu\lah,
21. Mr. l'rem 11ari Barm a,

22. Chaudhury Naz ir Ahmad Khan,
23. Su e ik h Kar a mat Al i, and
2·L The Mover,

bo appo intcd , with powers to co-opt not more than tcn Members, who need not be Member,
of the Constituent Assembly, to report, as early as possible, in accordance with tl.e moton
adopted by this Asscmblv 011 Aim .• and Objects, on the main principles on which tho CO.1S·
tituti ••n of Pakistan is to be framed.

The pr cse.ice of at least seven Members sha ll be necessary to constitute n. meeting of this
Committee. "

The motion was adopted.

Mr. President: The next item. I understand that will not be moved?

The Honourble Mr. Liaquat AU Khan: It will not be moved during this
session.

Mr. President: The House stands adjourned sine die.

The Constituent Assembly then adjourned sine die.
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